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DECLINE IN STEEL AND
WAY STOCKS DEEPENS
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Forthcoming for U. S.
Steel Company. Stock Going at Remarkably Low Figures.

No Support

Twenty Nine Cardinals Officially Declare Death
of The Pope.

EVENING, JULY 21, 1903.

TUESDAY,

Warm Hearted Irish Enthusiastically Receive England's
King and Queen.

NEW YORK. July 21. The declines In common and preferred shares
of the United States steel corporation,
TO ERIN
together with new low records In
Rock Island common and
Brooklyn
OF
WITHDRAWING
Transit in the first hour of today's
stock market, added to the feeling of
uneasiness which has existed in Wall Triumphal Entry into Historic
street for weeks past. Steel comOld Capital. Quaint Auswer
and preferDate for Assembling of Sacred College in Secret Concalve for mon sold down to 23
to Royal Request for
The absence of supred to 72
to Enter
Election of New Pontiff May be August 1.
port to these shares created a profound impression. Both steel common and preferred changed hands in
large quantities, one western house
NINE MILES OF SOLID CHEERS
ROME, July 21. This morning be- mediately communicated to the as selling 14,000 shares in the first hour.
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gan the first of those grand
which requires that two hours shall represent a loan which had been
ique ceremonies which follow the deelapse after the doctors pronounce called In.
mise of a pope, and, although private, life extinct, before the dean of sacDUBLIN, July 21. The arrival of
o
tt was conducted with great pomp and red college shall officially announce
their majesties at Kingstown today
Bear Fomenting More Trouble.
AU the car- death, the telegraph office was unable
was most impressive.
LONDON, July 21. A story is cur- and their subsequent state entry into
tor
dinal? present in Rome, numbering to forward the message at once. It rent here that the Russian govern- Dublin was made the occasion
inleft
on
Rome
one
of
nineteen
ceremony.
wires
brilliant
Particularly
assembled at the apostoment is distributing money in London
twenty-ninlic palace to view the remains of the working from that city to Paris about for the purpose of fomenting demon- teresting wa the cermony at the city
late Leo XIII and officially to pro- 6 o'clock local time, (12 o'clock, noon, strations against the Jews, as an ex- limits, where an ancient gate and cas-tibeen reproduced. On
nounce him dead. Within the death New York time.)
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mace bearers in blue and
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rounded by Franciscan penitentiaries,
ple they are; can you wonder that robes, the
while outside the noble guard main- fourth anniversary of the death of we have taken strong measures with silver and several hundreds of representatives citizens of Dublin, who
tained solemn vigil. The profound Col. Robt. O. Ingersoll was observed them!"
were provided with seats on stands.
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Dairy and Food Men.
road as a guard of honor, while be
solemn presence came the mourning gersoll memorial association of ChicaST. PAUL, Minn., July 21. The
hind them were cordons of police and
procession of cardinals, who, kneeling go. The association is behind a move- annual convention of
the national as- militia.
ment
having for its object the erec- sociation
silently, prayed. Then the prelates
of state dairy and food comThousands of spectators eagerly
reverently looked on while Cardinal tion of an Imposing monument to Col- missioners was
opened at the state awaited the coming of the king and
Oreglia approached the remains. The onel Ingersoll.
capitol today with J. W. Bailey, of
white veil was then removed from
o
queen.
Always personally popular
Oregon,
president of the association, with the Irish King Edward was to
the dead man's face, revealing the
North Carolina Farmers.
was large receive a warm welcome on the occascameo-lik- e
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Shortly before the arrival of the royal
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expected Leo to raise his hand in a day at the state agricultural and me- Wright of Iowa, C. P. Sherwood of party the pursuivant-at-arms- ,
familiar gesture of blessing. A mo- chanical
The attendance South Dakota, Mrs. Mary L. Wright a gorgeous cape of royal heraldry, gal
college.
of Colorado, J. H. Thomas of Califor loped up to the lord mayor and asked
ment of breathless silence ensued and was
large and representative when
then the Camerolengo, taking the
the gathering was called to order nia, A. H. Jones of Illinois, J. N. permission for the entrance of the
Gravely and in
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opening
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the Country." followed by an address
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emotion, the ranking
Balld up your city by buying goods ered by Congressman H. C. Adams of and In rode the advance guard
the de profundis, gave abso- from all peddlers that come this way. Wisconsin. This evening Prof. H. W. royal cortege. A squad of life guards
preceded the royal carriage and their
lution and sprinkled the body with They pay so much toward keeping
Wiley, chief of the United States bu- radiant uniforms evoked loud ap"holy water. Following the ceremony the city clean, the
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plause from the spectators. The first
of the recognition of death of the pope crossings, grading the streets,
public ciation of the results of his recent
carriages contained the home secreby the sacred college came another library, schools and all other work in noted
experiments on the effectB of tary and other members of the king's
shorter but no less significant and that connection. All your dear mer
antiseptios on the human body.
party, accompanied by members of
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presence of the cardinals, reset and
yes, and pay school tax.) Then in
town streets of Minne- cheers and cries of "God save the
presented to the new poe when he ! comes some slick duck that makes The down
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gayly decorated today with king," from outside the city limits
elected. The ring is of very great anthe rounds of our city selling some the Intertwined colors of the United came the royal couple. During the
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even
said
have
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our people jump at with States and Sweden In honor of the five minutes when the king was oclonged to St Peter himself. It is a thing that
at the
stone of little value, cut with the open arms and pocketbooks to receive Swedish singers who are here by the cupied with the ceremonies
scene of St. Peter drawing in fishing he oc she as the case may be. They hundreds from various parts of Il- gate there was scarcely a lull In the
Frenets.
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article be has and ihey bite. Even cieties will take pan In the pro- streets of Dublin to the castle.
a help gram and the grand chorus promises
The government of Catholic church snme of our city he ids
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a year, to be one of the most notable aggrega
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has been officially assumed by Card In ing hand and buy
The entry ofKingEdward and Queen
al Oreglia as dean of the sarrM col for fear that it would be their last tions of musical talent ever heard In
a toad thing tbis section. The program covers sev- Alexandra Into Dublin wm made the
. lege and as dean of cardinal bishops
chance to ever buy
eral days, but the chief features will occasion for a genoral boliJay. The
lie will be assisted by deans of the again.
be the concerts of Wednesday and decorations surpassed anything hitherother two orders of cardinals. Cardln
do?
What can the poor merchant
a! Macchi of the cardinal deacons, and Shut his
evenings, when the soloists to attempted not accepting Queen
eyes, close his place of busk Thursday
will Include Fru Anna Hellstrom and Victoria's
The grand
Cardinal Rampolla for the cardinal
last visit
en
ness, refuse to buy tickets for all
priests. The last, . however, merely tertainments, stop giving to all public Dr. John Forsell of the Royal Swedish stands erected In various places were
as a substitute cardinal for Nettlo,
opera of Stockholm.
crowded while people ' were massed
and walk in mud for years
o
the patriarch of Lisbon, who, when enterprises
Their majesties
on the sidewalks.
to come for want of funds to put in
Grain Crop.
bowed their acknowledge
the arrivals will take over his own du
Washington's
continuously
No. Give us protec
good crossings.
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ties.
TACOMA, Wash., July
ments to warm greetings, especially
tion. You can do It. Try It gentle
exporters estimate this year's wheat at College Green which was packed
ARGUS,
men.
crop at 20,000,000 to 22,000,000 bush by a multitude of people.
The Election.
o
els about the production of last year.
home, July zi. According to a
Railway Agents' Meeting.
Bad weather and lack of rain has de
KINGSTOWN, Ireland, July 21.
statement coming from High Eccles
EUREKA SPRINGS, Ark., July 21
creased the yield In some districts, King Edward and Queen Alexandra,
iastic, arrangements at the Vatican
The seventh annual convention of
but this Is largely compensated for by accompanied
are being pressed forward which will
by Princess Victoria
of railway
the national association
and their suites arrived here at five
increased acreage.
enable the conclave of cardinals to
obagents opened here today. The
o
minutes past 9 o'clock this morning
begin sitting August 1st. However,
0'Brien-8heeha"It is now thought the seslons may last ject of the organization, as stated by
on board the royal yacht. Immediate-l- y
President Mills, is "the uniting of the
after the yacht took Its position
SOUTH BETHLEHEM, Pa., July 21.
considerably longer than at first exrailroad agents of the country In one
PhiladelA
bout
the
harbor royal salute was fired by
between
to
pectedeven long enough
permit
Cardinal Moran of Sydney, N. 8. W. common bond, enabling them to ex phia Jack O'Brien and Paddy Shee-ha- thirteen vessels of the home fleet
to arrive in time to take part In the change Ideas and thus Improve the
Is the attraction arranged by a A heavy rain which had been falling
service of the agent to the public." local athletic organization for its pat- since an early hour ceased
at 9
proceedings.
The sessions of the convention will rons tonight. Sheehan Is a local pro- o'clock and the sky cleared, giving
continue through tomorrow, and at duct and though he has obtained promise of fine weather for the royal
DM at 4:M.
ROME, July 21. Dr. Lapponi now the conclusion of the gathering the some celebrity In the ring he is ex- entry Into Dublin.
flee the precise hour of the pope's members will so on a number of pected to prove easy picking for the
Eagles of Buckeye State.
COLUMBUS, Ohio, July 21,-redoubtate Philadelphia
death at 4:06. The facf was I'm sightseeing trips.

FIRST VISIT

umbus is today the roosting place for
innumerable Eagles, the occasion being the opening of the annual state
convention of the fraternal order of
that name. The large attendance
gives evidence of the rapid growth of
the order, which, though but a few
years old, has branch organisations
To 'ay was
throughout the etate.
given over to the reception of the delegates and the formal opening of the
convention this afternoon.
Tomorrow there will be a big street parade,
followed by a barbecue and other
forms of entertainment.
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DENVER, Colo., July 18. For the
Telegraph-Cablcompany, and
personally I wish to express to you
our grateful appreciation of the very
full reports recently published
in
your valuable paper, covering the
opening of the Pacific cable, the description of the cable Itself and the
historical sketch of the enterprise.
The Commercial Pacific Cable company was begun as an individual enterprise by the late John W. Mack-awho was among the first to realize
the possibilities of expansion
and civilization. The

Postal

Fight Between Officials and
Horse Traders

Iowa People Killed and Wounded in

e

y,

fact that this great undertaking
started by the father has been sucfinished by the son, Mr.
H. Mackay Is indeed most
gratifying to those of us who have
been somewhat
directly connected
with the enterprise and to learn
through the columns of the press that
the public appreciates the spirit of patriotism, which prompted the great
undertaking, and realizes Its value to
the nation and to the world at large,
is also gratifying to us all. We have
received many congratulatory letters
on the successful completion of the
cable, and we wish to thank you for
the publicity given the matter through
the columns of your valuable papor.
Very respectfully,
W. C BLACK, Supt.
o
Elk In National Session.
BALTIMORE, Md., July 21. Thousands of members of the Benvolent
and Protective Order ot Elk are here
front every prominent city" In the
cessfully
Clarence

country to attend the annual meeting
of the grand lodge and reunion of
that order, which began today and
will continue throughout the week.
Tomorrow there will be a grand parade, in which it Is expected 15,000
Elks will partlcipatev .
The openJag exercises were held
tJ3&y In Ford's opera house, which
wan crowded

with

badge

Elks and their ladies when the grand
and offered prayeil
chaplain aros
Mayor McLane made the opening address of welcome. He was followed
by Charles R. Schirm, who welcomed
the visitors on behalf of the Balti
more lodge. George Cronk of Omaha,
the grand exalted ruler, responded.
This afternoon there was a great
band contest at Eloctrlc park and other festivities ar4 planned for. thla
evening.
o

DOWN IN KENTUCK.

"'"

f Bribery And Anon to be
Investigated by Grand Jury.

Charges

JACK80N,

Ky., July 21.

Tho mill

tary camp was alarmed early today
bv the cry of fire and by shots fired
by provost guards. A small house be
longing to Henry Colltor naar the de
pot was burned. The residents were
much excited and fear It was a fepl- tltlon of the Ewen hotel fire. Inves
tigation showed it was of Incendiary
orirln and a negro Is suspected. B.
J. Ewen arrived here this morning
and under a strong guard of soldier
was escorted to the camp. He Insist
ed that the grand Jury 'first consider
the cases of Crawford and Tharp
chareed with setting fire to Ewen's
hotel. It Is stated that Ewen's friends
want to ascertain how the ponding inquiry proceed

before they testify in

the bribery cases.

HELENA, Mont, July 21. A ser
ious clash bet wen catlemen and sheep
men on the middle fork of Sun River,
ninety miles north of Heleua, has just
been averted by county officers who
were called to the scene. The cattlemen who had organized
sent the
sheepmen word that if they did not
remove their flocks from the range
by Sunday they would be forced out
of tho country. The shopmen sent
to Helena for arms and ammunition
and were preparing to resist when
county officials went into the threatened county and brought about a
truce which they believe will be permanent.
Miniature

War

lived here many years before his untimely death:
Old Albuquerque, N. M April 20, 1901
To the L. A. to B. of L. F. and the
"
or Pecoi
Officers and Member
Lodge, No. 82, B. of L. F.
Dear FrlendB and Sisters: I received
the box of groceries and goods and I
tell you It waa a surprise to me and
a most welcome one, May Qod bless
and prosper you all for remembering
George's little orphan children and
for your kindness to me. We are all
well. Alice I getting along all right
with her arm o far. Hoping the sisters are well I thank you all for your
Your lster.
kindness,
BLFREDA STILL.
'

In If va.

Iowa, July 21. A
telephone message from Eddyvllle
Btates that two men were fatally
wounded and two person seriously In
jured In a battle between City Mar
shall McHugh and a party of horse
traders. About twenty shot were exW. H. St John,
changed. Injured:
one of the traders, shot through ab
domen: Hearvy Pea, shot In chest,
collar bone fractured; Mrs. Pea, shot
In ankle; City Marshall McHugh shot
through hand. It is said St! John and
Hearvy Pea cannot recover.
DES MOINES,

IN BOSTON.

THE FLEECY
Big

Slash Last Week Bteady
ward Trend of Price
Heavy
Call for Msdlum. Grade.

Up-

BOSTON, Mass.! July 21. A large
with gradvolume of dealings,
inually strengthening situation
cluding steady upward movement of
prices characterised this center of the
wool trade today. Last week the sale
were the largest reported In a similar
period for several month. Nearly
ten million pound changed hands;
SKIPPED WITH THE. DINIRO.
The call for medium and low woobl
Is heavy but larger properttoa of
Wh
Sorrowed
mooth.J4o.nbr)
ae ana one memnm ni wm wna
Money and Bought Good en
though the sale wsre well distributCredit Leave In a Hurry.
ed so that movement apepars to be
-

r
or more merchants of the general
city are mourning the loss of sundry
Chicago Grain Letter.
sums of money and of commodities
CHICAGO, 111., July 21. After a
for which no reckoning will ever he
weak opening the market ha turned
held.
It had declined for several
stronger.
A prepossessing young fellow, Herand a reaction waa naturally
days
man, by name, has been for several
due. There is not much in the charmonths working In one or another of
acter of the news. Cables show on' .
the city saloons. He bought goods dullness.
Export demand Is
and paid with cheerfully
dellvereJ ate.
v
receipts corriln
Primary
promises. Also when occasion offer- half as
as last year;
v
large
ed he borrowed small sums of money
wheat In Kansas City is ste.
from those who would trust him. In St. Louis
It Is higher. The!
The amount borrowed didn't In any
change In the general trend k
case exceed $10, but the aggregate northwest
report and Improveme
amounted to considerable.
Altogeth- the threshing returns on w
er Herman Is at least $200 ahead of wheat. Nebraska Is now adding
the city. He is apposed to be con- complaint ot a disappointing y. ,
nected by cobHanguInous ties to the Broomhall cables that European,
of
the
late, fatuous prestidigitator
are about the same as
same name.
heretofore.
From our view of the
Anyway, he got away with the
market we see very little to encourage
In nimble fingered style. Yesterthe expectations of any great profit
afternoon
he boarded a train and on short side.
day
to The supply is sp small as to cause
neglecting
departed northward,
leave his address. There was some little or no selling pressure. Our extalk of dispatching an officer In pectation Is for an unusually small
search of the offender, but It Is prob- movement of winter wheat for next
week. Domestic miller will have to
able no action wlU be taken,
obtain their supplies from this source.
o
The spring wheat crop 1 still unLEGISLATORS QUARREL.
made. There are possibilities on the

A dozen

o

Scrap Among ColoNow Assembled
In Extra Session.

Usual Unseemly
rado

Law-Mak-

:
long side.
Corn After a weak opening corn
rallied sharply. There Is quite a
large short Interest and this was disposed to cover rather freely. After
several days' decline the reaction to
a natural one. The weather continues
on the whole favorable for the crop.
Reports are conflicting as they are
bound to be concerning a crop so uneven as the present one. There Is entire unanimity, however, to the healthy condition of the crop and the complaints are all concerning Its back
wardness.
The cash position is a
moderate one and furnishes but little
hope to a bull market at these prices. We feel that com should be sold
on the hard spot so , long as the

DENVER. July 21. The question of
calling another special session of the
aftr the
Uftfslature Immediately
present one for the purpose of passlaw was discussed, in
ing the
the house and senate this morning.
A resolution asking the governor to
call such a session was Introduced by
the republicans and there was a row
because the democrats want a similar resolution adopted. The resolution will undoubtedly be agreed upon
tomorrow morning. The senate Is
preparing a scathing reply to the
house resolution placing the responsi- weather continues favorable. The
bility for the present session on that linois crop report was bearish.

Iowa Golf Tournament
DES MOINES, Iowa., July 21. The
tournament of
annual championship
the Iowa state golf association begai
at Waveland today and will continue
until Saturday. Tho contestants Include players from Dubuque, Council body.
Bluffs, Cedar RapUs and other point

Il-

o
o

Juan F. Kavanaugh, who has been
week Is almost himself
quite 111 for

Gratitude.
A Widow'
of acknowl- again.
letter
following
The,
7"
In the Alaskan boundary case the
request.
British representatives have asked to edgement Is printed by
Vocal and Instrumental concert at
will remember the writInspect ! the old maps In the case. Many reader
er, relict of poor Oeorge Still who the Monteiuma Casino this evening.
That ought to settle it.
o

f

s

ry investigations with little loss of
time or money. To this ead be
brought together large numbers of
bright young men from various parts
of the country and set them at work
measuring streams, surveying reservoirs and canal sites and estimating
the cost and efficiency of the first

ESTABLISHED IS7&.

THE-

WATERMELONS
JUST IN

2$c per Pound.
GRAAF & HAYWARD,
GROCERS.
BUTCHERS and BAKER).

FOR THE WEST.

BIX HUNDRED THOUSAND ACRES

OF FALLOW LAND TO BE

to Btgln Operations In
tho Wott Under the National Irrl
gatlon Act

Government

These are the dam on the Sweetwater river in Wyoming, the dam at
the outlet of Saint Mary Lake In Montana and the division of its waters to
the Milk river, the construction of
the Gunnison river tunnel for the Irrigation of Uncompahgre valley In
southwestern Colorado, the construction of a chain of reservoirs on the
boundary of California and Nevada,
for the reclamation of land In the latter state, and the building of the
great Tonto reservoir on the Salt
river of Arizona.
It is estimated that these five projects will cost about seven million
dollars and reclaim upwards of six
hundred thousand acres of land. That
is to say, it will probably cost about
f 11 an acre to make this land fit for
the highest cultivation. The money
is not permanently Invested by the
government It Is to be returned by
settlers in ten equal payments over
a period of ten years. There Is no Interest charge. The government collects Its Interest In the form of social and economic gains which quick
ly materaltze Into taxable values for
the benefit of the country.
The new policy is yet very young,
but marvelous progress has been
made during Its first year. The work
has gone on rather silently without
any flourish of trumpets. And yet
nothing more momentous has been un
dertaken by this government in the
way of internal Improvement.
The nation set Us hand to the task
which has now grown entirely beyond the reach of private effort, if It
ever were adapted to that method of
It has undertaken to
development.
assert man's control over the forces
of nature In the vast region where organized effort must pave the way before the individual may prosper, or
even got a foothold.
There is but one thing that stands
In the way of this creation of countless small homes out of the arid

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, Presi8ent
A. B. SMim

BAKI(i

A GENERAL

one-hal- f

one-hal-

INTERESToPAID
ISSUE

"

The director of the survey organised a new branch to take charge of the
irrigation work, naming it the "United States Reclamation service," Frederick Howell, who has been In charge
of watt? investigations In the survey,
was made chief of the new service.
He has been trained for a dozen
years for Just such an opportunity as
has now come to htm and the friends
of irrigation are profoundly pleased
with the choice.
Mr. Newell was confronted with
the task of organizing and setting In
motion a very large undertaking.
ltaj
Held of operation Is half a continent.
And the number of people whose weal
or woe will ultimately depend upon
wisdom and honesty of the administration of 4 his work will be equal
to the total population of many an
American state and many a European nation, in other words It Is a
big thing, requiring the services of

OITUI

Mr. Newell had the advantage of
wide, familiarity with the coudltlons
of the arid region to begin with. He
was thus able to drect the prelimina

itiiiA

'COMPANY

DEPOSITS

0 sr

E. G. MURPHEY,

Druggist

and

1

Bookseller.
Crockett Block

tbe ideal summer resort for rest,
health and a good time. Home cook
ing with unlimited spply of Jersey milk
and butter. Burros free for riding.
Delightful trips in every direction.
Carriage goes out Saturday mornings
returns Friday; $10 for the week, inIs

Correspondent Supports Recent Contention Made in The Optic in Sarcastic Sentences.
ROCIADA, N. M July 19, 1903.
Editor Dally Optic.
Dear Sir: In your issue of the 16th
Inst,, we read an article from this
place signed "R." While we are not
of the parties directly indicated In
the article we feel it to be our solemn duty to resent the statements of
our friend "R." relating to the road
and school funds and the scenic road.
Now we wish to ask If "R" really
means to say that he thinks the funds
collected from tbe road tax should
be used for the purpose of bettering
the condition of county roads? We
would also inquire what benefit he
thinks the county commissioners and
road supervisors would derive from
spending these bard collected funds
on tbe roads, only to be rolled in and
tramped down by the uncouth wheels
and hoofs of the wagons and horses
If
of tbe hayseed and
the roads were used more there might
be more taxes to collect and we find
It sufficiently hard work as It Is. The
roads are too good now, if the freighters can't pull out of a mud hole with
two horses let them put on four, Isn't
that simple enough? Why bother
tbe commissioners and supervisors
with such trivial affairs!
As to the poll tax and school funds,
does "R" think for a minute we are
going to hire a good teacher for $50
a month when we can get a poor one
for $30? We can't afford a
teacher, it would break us up
In business, and then we might have
to get out and teach Bchool ourselves
instead of teaching the people how to
economize. It is true our president
said we need more education,
but
what does he know about It, he Is
only president of the United States
and should not make remarks about
things in New Mexico that he does
not understand.
The most surprising of "RV statements is about the scenic road. AH
the rest of our territorial roads have
done very well without "decent surhe
Perhaps
veys and bridges."
scenic route have them? Perhaps be
thinks we should have put that road
where It would have been Borne good
to the people. We can't make appropriations for the benefit of the people,
they must make them for themselves.
No! NoffUr. "R," you have barked
up tbe wrong stump, we do not
to kUnd any such allegations as
you have made without proper re-

Sash, Doors, Builders Hardware
Wall Paper,

LAND SCRIP.
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DINING
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Ca, Prop.,
Cuisine and Service

best te be had
for Green Rlver.Old Orow,

Edgewood and Sherwood Kye
Whiskies.
Kansas City Steaks,
Fish and Oysters in Season
Cold Bottles Pomery See.
Ilumm's Extra Dry.
Cor. Railroad Avenue and Center Street
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PORT1VAND, ME.
(Incorporated

1848.)

The only insurance company operating under a state law ol
providing for extended insurance in case of lapse after three years. Haa
given better results in settlement with living policy holders for premiums
paid than any other company.
Death cJalms paid with the utmost promptness and dispatch. Write
any form of policy that may be wanted, and every policy contains the mos
liberal terms and best advantages.
e,

ma Las Ve$as TelepHone Co.
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HOST EXCELLENT SERVICE
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Electric Door Hells, Annunciators,
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COXL AND WOOD.
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HEADQUARTERS....

Sole Arents
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MOST COMMODIOUSS
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ESTIMATES FURNISHED.
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Sixih Strut, Between Grind and R, R. Avenues
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Jap-a-La-

-

HUGO SEABURO,

Chaffin & Duncan,

o,
Paint, Varnishes, Enamels,
Elatarlte Roofing, Tar, Felt,
Building Papers

cluding passage. Leave word at Murphey's, Wooster's or Ilfeld's. Address
H. A. Harvey, Las Vegas, N. M.
tf

land scrip
By the
title can be obtained to government
land without cultivation or residence
thereon. All you need to do Is to give
description and show the land to be
of the proper kind; we do the rest. By
reason of the exhaustion of the supply
which has been quite limited the price
Is advancing. We have a small amount
yet on hand to sell, that is fully guar
anteed. We also deal in real estate,
loans and Investments.

SharwIn-WUHa-

Las Vegas

i

3

HARVEY'S MOUNTAIN HOME

ROCIAOA LETTER.
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DUVALL'S

O. H. ADAMS, Manager,

Bmu)KNC: SIS oer Aunura
St. M

New Mexico Arizona and Northwest Texas,
PHOENIX, ARIZONA
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YOU ARE TO MEET

E. Rosenwald & Son

ANY

FRIENDS AT THE DEPOT
TAKEJHEM

TO

DUVALL'S...

"PLAZA."

FOR A
GOOD DINNER.

SHOP..

..PARLOR BARBER

Our
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. FIRST CLASS
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WORKMEN
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Clearing Sale

Semi-Annu- al

was a big success.

CENTER STREET

J

We gave

the public

exactly what we promised, did what we
said we would, and thank you for the
very liberal patronage given us.

NOIVAN

Wholesale sud Retail Dealer In

HAY, CHAL1 AKD FESD
Security Stock and Poultry Food
416 Grand Avenue.
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145.

Colordo Phone 325
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80 I can reach It with the rest
Just love ' Force,' " she said to him.
"Force' you shall have," said "Sunny Jim.
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E, D. RAYNOLDS,

Tho 17th of June la marked with
red lettera on the calendar of Ameri
can patriotism as Bunker Hill Day.
The tame day also witnessed last
year, President Roosevelt's approval
of the National Irrigation Act and the
enthusiastic friends of the Irrigation
poller take considerable satisfaction
In the fact that both events may be
celebrated on the same day and are
Inclined to claim that the future generations will find almost as much
glory and pride In the statesmanlike
deed of 1902 as they will la the military deed of 1776.
The stubborn and unequal contest
at Bunkerlllll was one of the things
which gave as a country to work for,
and the
victory of nation
al Irrigation was one of the most important steps in that country's devel- waste, one thing which the nation
opment.
must yet do before it can make the
The irrigation law imposes a heavy
future secure for Itself and for its
responsibility upon the secretary of multitudinous homeseekers.
It must
the interior. That already busy offiIts
of
present
features
certain
cial is charged with the work of se- repeal
land laws, under which the public dolecting the projects to be undertaken, main is being speculated and frauduflung the site of homesteads which lently absorbed into large private
may be taken up on the public lands
It must take heed of tho
holdings.
to be reclaimed and making rules and
injunction In his last mespresident's
regulations for the use of distribution sage to congress regarding tbe spoliaof the water supply. The task Is an
tion of the public lands in the west
arduous and, In some cases, a delicate
and readjust its laws so that the govone, since there are often conflicting ernment land shall be reserved
Interests that must be reconciled.
against the time that they may be
Furthermore, It Is obvious that needed
by homeseekers.
with a limited amount of money at
WILLIAM B. SMYTHB.
his command the secretary can not
at once.
build works everywhere
Saturday
Land Office Business:
Western communities are proverbial the following land sales were recordly enthusiastic over tbolr own local ed In the U. S. land office In Santa Fe:
advantage. The people of each val- J. P, Connolly of Santa Fe, 160 acres
ley are prone' to believe that theirs nf eoal land in Sandoval county, being
Is a little the best valley in all the the northwest quarter of section 8, T.
west and that they enjoy the glorious 13 N., R. 6 B. The price paid was
privilege of living on the "bu2t soil $20 per acre, or a total of $3,200.
The following desert land entry
that ever lay out doors."
Hence, they are bound to be
has bem, filed: Margaret M. Spratt
when the interior department of Wagon Mound, N. M., ICO acres in
makes a necessary, but always diffi- M.ira frniniv. Tif'.oe the east
cult choice between claims of rival of the northwest oneTotiTthj and the
f
of the southwest on;
localities. It is a cano where "many north
are called, but few are chosen." And fourth of section 33. T. 23 N.. R. 21 E.
so It must be union the nation shall Price paid was $1.25, per acre or a
some day decide to enter upon the total of $200.
work on a much greater scale.
Divorce at leisure and marry again
Secretary Hitchcock committed the In haste.
sentment.
"C".
details of the new policy to the geological survey, which has long been
dealing with bydrugraphle problems
in the west, and whose founder, the
late Major John Wesley Powell, was
Jim Dumps' grandchild, sly little elf,
the first scientific man to comprehend
Cried, "Grandpa, on the lowest shelf
the economic value of tho arid rePlease put the food I like the best,
long-soug-

1
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Cashier
HALI.ETT RAYNOLDS, Ass't Cashier
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First national bank,

proposed works.

MILLIONS
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New Linelof Kid Gloves
FOR EARLY FALL TRADE.

"I am s little girl seven years old. We rim 'Fore' for
tireakfant and like It.
Jidsib Maqasit Kh'Barmos."
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Just Received

LAS VEGAS2DAILY OPTIC JULY 21, 1903
Jumped to Death.
at 12:05 Ira E.
morning
Friday
a fireman in the employ of the
Santa Fe compnay, jumped from bis
engine at the east switch at Pisgah,
a siding 130 miles we3t of Needles,
Cal., and from the injuries received he
died some two hours afterward and
before medic il aid could be obtained
Ho was the fireiu.'..i on the engine
pulling the passenge- - train No. 7 and
at Pisgah they met extra No. 779,
whi h was in the sld'ag waiting for
them. The Switchl'.g'w; was uot burn
ing and as No. 7 approached the
switch at a rapid speed, the headlight
showed it to be thrown for the sid
ing which would head the passenger
train into the extra east or ditch it.
Fireman Vandevort saw the danger,
dropped into the gangway and jump
ed into space. Engineer Mark Devlin
was also ready to jump but just the
moment before letting go his hold he
saw the switch thrown and the train
went on down the main line in safety.
He missed his fireman brought the
train to a stop and hurried back. The
engine crew on the extra saw the flying body and thought the passenger
Van-devor- t,

Fireman
duty.

Ward has

Fireman

Myers has

reported

for

v

reported

for

duty.
Fireman
trip only.
Engineer

Baker gets rest for one
Caldwell

abort vacation.

is enjoying

seeis

Fireman Williams
Nothing catching.

a

indisposed.

Fireman Hill Is reported for duty
after a very brief vacation.

see

Fireman Wiggens is getting all the
fun be can during a short
lay-of-

for Engineer
who lays oft but sel-

A good whole holiday

Phares, a man
dom.

.,

Hyre Is "enjoying poor had struck the brakeman at the
health" and will keep away from the switch. When picked up the injured
cab for a bit.
fireman gave his name in answer to
inquiries, but before No. 7 had reach
A report is In circulation that the ed Barstow he had expired.
out.
shopmen at Raton have gone
This is denied by passengers from the
Shops to Be Closed. It looks as
City.
though the strike of the boilermakers
Engineer

Engineer Graham still lingers in
his downy bed. It may be the effect of the baseball for he hasn't been
on the acting side since the game.
One of the two boilers being erected outside the shops is now doing
yeoman service. It will be some days
before the other Is ready for business.

The amount of freight being pulled
over the Rio Grande division at present Is said to be simply astonishing.
Twenty-sifreight crews are in service
and the men are said to be rolling up
x

big mileage.
Five plasterers are at work ou the
Mar-cla- l.
Santa Fe depot buildings at San
Is
work
being
the
of
Every part
rushed, and the structure promises to
Te a credit to the contractor, Mr. J.
A. Harlan, to the railway company
and to the town.
F. O. Kopp, day machinist at the
roundhouse is looking forward with
anticipation to the early arlval of his
The
better half from Moline, 111.
and
young man likes the Meadow City
has determined to remain.
One of the interesting exhibits at
the St. Louts exposition will te a lotypo,
comotive of the old
' which used to run between Hannibal
and St. Joseph, Mo., before the war,
with
connecting at the later town
express.
famous
pony
Bill's
Buffalo
red-whe-

After several month of preparation
work has actually begun on the clearstaing of the site of the mammoth
tion to be built by the Pennsylvania
in New York on the four blocks
bounded by Seventh and Ninth aveand Thirty third
nues, Thlrty-flrs- t
streets. The various buildings will
be turned over to the wreckers as
fatt as possession can be secured.

The topic
of chief interest at the shops this
Divismorning was the replacing of
ion Master Mechanic Suller by A.
beHarrity, of Topeka. The change
comes effective at once.- - The new
man is said to be competent and to be
popular with the employes generally.
The appointment is made by Mechanical Supt. C. M. Taylor and Is endorsed by Supt. of Motive Power 0. H.
Henderson and General Manager H.
V. Mudge.

Recent statistics show that at the
close of 1901 the railways in operation in the world represented a total
or the equilength of 507,498.9 miles,
tbo cirtimes
about
twenty
of
valent
cumference of the earth at the equator. This mileage does not take into
consideration double, triple and quadof
ruple tracks. The United Slates
America will lead with about 197.0G6
miles. Other countries stand in the
list as follows: German Enplre,
miles; European Russia, 31,925
British
miles; France, 27,011 miles;
Britain and
India, 25,352 miles; Great
J
Ireland 22.282 miles; Canada, 8,279
32,-73- 3

miles.

county.
With the mineral thrown open under liberal rules to prospectors, grazing privileges protected, reservoirs
constructed, this region will enter
upon a new era of progress.
Rules and Regulations.
"It is 'resolved by the board, that
at least for the year 1903, all the vacant and unoccupied land on the
grant should remain free for grazing
purposes, to all persons who In good
faith are living within
the grant
boundaries, the same as such grazing
lands, have heretofore been used;
and it Is further,
Resolved, That persons outside of
the grant should be charged
for
grazing their stock upon the grant
lands either in the usual way or by
grazing or while holding sheep to be
sheared or dipped.
For persons living outside of the
grant and so grazing on lands within
the grant the price of two and a half
cents per month per head for sheep
and goats was fixed and determined
upon.
For cattle and horses so grazing by
persons or owners residing outside of
the grant five cents per head per
month was fixed as the proper charge.
It was further ordered and determined that persons driving stock of
any kind in good faith, on the grant
to be held
for shipping purposes,
might hold them free of charge for
ten days, during which time such
stock might graze within the grant
tree of charge, but if held for shipping
purposes for more than ten days then
and in that event for all grazing over
such ten days the charges above fixed
should apply."

Secret of Greatness. where one will and it Is the
opinion of every man of affairs that
a city's growth, Its prosperity and
its greatness ultimately hang on its
manufacturing and the disbursement
of wages. Rich surrounding tributary
country does much, as the Arkansas
valley does for Pueblo, but the things
within actually produced to supply a
demand from without, these are what
make cities. Chicago Is great because
of what Chicago manufacturers produce rather than is Chicago great for
what It takes from manufacturers
elsewhere and lstributes. Returns in
greatness from distributing are not
to be minimized or despised, but they
are not first nor are they greatest.
Pueblo distributes, wants to distribute
more and will distribute more as time
goes on, but above all Pueblo wants
to manufacture radre. to increase
still more the total of its monthly
wage disbursements. That it will do
and for that reason it will be the
greatest city of all the great and grow.
Go

Ing

west.

Pueblo

Gross, Kelly & Company
i
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at 60c

at

75c,
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LAS VEGAS IRON WORKS

owners, and to collect from tbem
the grazing charges. Gradually the
a
become
Las Vegas grant will
source of benefit to all the people living within it, and utilized for the benefit of all.
As The Optic has often said, this

J, B.

DAVIS.
M.

S. K. HOOPER
General Passenger and Ticket
Agent Denver, Colo.
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PEUNTING

Letter Heads)
Envelopes
Note Heads

Programs
Invitations
Catalogs
Blank Book
Receipt Booke
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WALL PAPER
A Isrge and elegant line
of tbe ver latest de-
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R. P. HEGSER,
'

Painter
""PaperDasHangar.
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Foundry end tZsshlno Chzp.

Vczsa Phono,

II.
! SantaLocalFe, Asent,

.Model Restaurant.
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The most direct 11ns from New Mexico to all the principal cities
mining camps and agricultural districts in
Colorado, Utah, Nevada, Idaho, Montana, Oregon and Wash lngton
Trains depart from Santa Fe, N. M, at 9 a. m. and arrive at 6:20
p. m. daily except Sunday, making connections with all through
east and west bound trains.
All Through Trains carry the latest pattern Pullman Standard
and ordinary sleeping cars, chair cars and perfect system, of
Dining cars, service a la carte.
Pullman reservations made by telegraph upon application. For
advertising matter, rates and further information apply to
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SALE !

Don't Wait Too Long
Don't Fail to Tell Your Friends
Don't Hesitate to Come

5,000 Yards White Goods,
INCLUDING

Waistings, Cheviots, Dimities. Lawns. Sateens, A. P. C. Ginghsms,
Swisses, Crashes and Organdies.

A Special Purcha.se of 50 Pieces of Fancy Dimities,' La.ce
fects. IHegular 15c a yard value. '

10
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charge.
It is only right that those who live
without should pay for grazing.
This action of the board Is timely.
It will compel large sheep owners living in other counties to keep off the
grant or pay for grazing and preserve
the grazing tor our own people.
Wealthy sheep owners of distant
counties have been in the babit of
sending their flocks in care of herders to eat up the grasses on the
grant, greatly to the damage of flock
owners and settlers within the grant.
They must now pay or remain away.
Mr. Rafael Gal legos has been appointed to look after these

Proprietor ana Owner,

- - - 2 Per 2Do.

NEW YORK

For the Information of those interthe rules
ested, we publish below
adopted by the board of trustees of
the Las Vegas grant fixing charges
for grazing stock. It will be observed
that all citizens lMac within O.e
grant have grazing privileges free of

GEO. E. ELLIS.

i
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Throughout.
Lcvrte 8 e.mole Room lor Com.
morolal Men.
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FE,

riro Proof, Electrto LlShted,
Staem Nested. Centrally Located.
Baths and Sanitary Plumbing

Clearing Sale
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CLAIRE

HOTEL

.lid-Sum- mer

The "IFS" of Life

The Scenic Line of th World

12th sad KsUessJ.

OH

THE LEADERS OF DRY GOODS.
And the Only Exclusive Dry Goods Store.
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.
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Re-

Geo. T. Hill,

dross & Richards Co., Tucumcarl, N. M.

-- HENRY

Denver & Rio Grande Ry.Co.

present season.
Youre Truly,
ALFRED PEATS A CO.
Prise Wall Papers.

rtosje Fiose

National Guard Equipments:
It is
announced at the war department
that all requisitions made by governors of the different states and territories for supplies and equipments
for the organized militia of their respective states or territories will be
charged to the annual allotment of
funds under section 1,661 of the revised statutes, unless It is specifically
be
requested that the requisition
made chargeable to the provisional
allotment of the $2,000,000 under the
act of congress approved March 2,

aouYimormiu
and CUILBZnC

the

temples Now On Display

Star-Journa- l.

MUTUAL

Mr. Gsoras T. Hill,
ETLas Veoas, N. M.
Dear Wr:
You are the only agent we
will have In Las Vegas during

Las Vegas ano Albuquerque, New Mexico.

machinists, car repairers and other
employes of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe railway company at La Jun190S.
ta, Colo., will result In greatly Increasing the work of the shops in Topeka,
offer
$1.25 LADIES't
as all of the work formerly done there
If you want to drink pure, clear
SHIRT WAISTS, - Special
water come to Gehrlngs for a filter.
except that of repairing gears, will be
taken to the Kansas capital. The
strike at La Junta now amounts alADIES' LAWN KIMONOS, valued
most to a lockout. Asked if the emlocked
ployes at La Junta had been
- Special
and
out, H. U. Mudge, general manager of
the company said:,
"No, It is hardly a lockout. About
our 15c quality 32-i- n wide MADRAS
three hundred and thirty men, includMake the guarantees of Insurance in The Mutual Life Insurance
r.iiur.HAMC
ing a number of boiler makers, maCompany of New Tork, valuable beyond all calculation. The followchinists, car repairers, and other laing Instance la only one of Thousands:
borers, quit work this week and the
Special
Tbe late Archibald N. Waterhouse, of Philadelphia, who died sudcompany will not allow them to return
denly last Krlilar, held policies amounting to SH0.000 In the Mutual
Life
York.
New
of
Insurance
The forms of insurance under
Company
to their places. We have made no arwhich these policies were Issued, were so selected that his widow will
SIXTH STREET
LAS VEGAS
receive at once $30,000 In caah and an annual Income of 13000 for twenrangements to fill the places of the
years, and If she Is living at the end of that period she will receive
ty
ShO.OOO in cash, making a total amount received under these
IIHIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIHIIIHMMIMIMMMIIIIIIIIt
men and Jo not intend doing anything
policies
1140.000 on which tin premiums paid by Mr. Waterhouse amounted to
of that kind. There Is no great neces
only 7,000. (Prom The Philadelphia Record, Nov. 13. Iti.)
sity of the La Junta shops now that
In writing state what you would like to receive In cash at the
we have the new shops In Topeka.
end of limited payment period, amount you would like your bene
IP-T- OP
The work formerly done at La Junta
flclary to receive.
KhwtMiQUmrm.
will now be brought to Topeka with
. - Do,
the exception of repairs that are imMease Mesfe easf littae at aafo.
stock.
to
rolling
mediately necessary
.
- .
gVMMrrsofeW fejr ". tOHUUT.
The work which has been handled in
CIFE INSURANCE COMPANY Or
the shops at La Junta will all be
!
Oldest
i
Larslst
brought here."
In
Intrto
America
RICHARD A. MoCVRDY. President
World
"What was the contention or demand of the strikers," was asked.
DAR.BY A. DAY, Manager, Albuqterque. N. M.
WM. CURTIS BAILEY, MANAGER.
"They made no demand," said Mr.
W. G. OGLE. Dist. Supt.. - LAS VEGAS. N. M.
Mudge, "Their pay checks did not
MEALS
SECOND TO NONE IN THE CITY
arrive on the day they were expected
and the men just walked out. Of
Try our Sunday Dinners.
course, the company could not stand
AMERICAN
PLAN.
PIRIST CLASS MBRVICB.
for that. It is customary to deliver
make
We
to
Bates
Parties
and Families seeking Room
to
of
16th
on
checks
them
Special
the
Single
theit
and Board
each month. The checks were deliv.
m
m
m
LAB VEOAS,
NEW MEXICO.
ered to the express office here on the
15th as usual, but failed to reach their
HmWnilHMMHMIMWIMMMWMIIHIIHM'
destination on time. The master mechanic of the shops asked the men
for a conference with their grievance
committee, but this request was ignored. The men will not be taken
back. We cannot have strikes over
orriOEi
euch trivial matters and do not want
Oor, ftmtlomml St
mmd Orand
M1U end Mining Machinery built and. repaired, Machine work
such men working for us. Some of
promptly done. All kinds of Casting made. Agent for Chandler
the men were led Into the trouble by
6Y
Taylor Oo.'s Engines, Boilers and Saw Mills, Webster and Union
the agitators and these may be given
tOQ.
Gasoline Engines end Holsters, Pumping Jacks. Best power for
work again after we have time to
Pumping and Irrigating purposes. No smoke, no danger. Also the
Ideal end Sampson Windmills end Towers. Ceil and see us.
learn who they are, but the leaders
cannot work for the company again." WSl1SJ(iSJlJlS1JSJ(jBJliJ(

While much sympathy is expressed
La Junta
by shopmen here for the
Is
the
position
walked
out,
who
men
taken that the grievance is entirely a
local one, that it isn't a union strike
and therefore not a case calling for
the action of outside organizations.
RULES OF GRANT.
The avowed intention of the Santa Fe
to abandon 1 Junta as a shop town
Regulations by Commissioners,
will If carried out be almost a death
garding the Grazing of Stock
commublow to that now prosperous
And Other Matters.
nity.
New Matter Mechanic

grant properly managed, will become
an Important factor in upbuilding the

3
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FIDDLER.

A year ago the people of the United
States were greatly concerned over
the stupendous combinations of cap!
lal which were calculated to eortrol
the iron and steel Industries, the
commerce of the oceans, the traffic of
the land and the various necessities
ot life. T'uo promoter wag alrjad In
the land.sAmld the great clamor for
legislative restraint and regulation
for thes-j- , gigantic mciaces to the
welfare ot the people there were oc
casionally to be heard the voices of
prophets who rose up and declared
that these unnatural bubbles would
burst of their own accord in due time.
But even tho wisest prophet could
hardly have foreseen how soon and
how sural jr. the day ot reckoning was
to come for the colossal Mo rgan
his $50,000,000' mercantile
marine
trust and 11,000,000,000 steel trust.
The great money kings of the coun
to digest
try in tnelr heroic eftorts
"
the millions of rfbHari of watered
had
slock lnJka?Ht-oaiblnatlon- a
to throw upon the market such bold
ings as the stocks of the Pennsylva

WyAYorli,,CgBrWl M$ Atchison
Jl.
roads, and consequently bring atiout

the general decline of the market.

A

single financier closely Identified with
the United States st sel corporation Is
reported to have lost between f 15,000,'
000. and $18,000,000 and others in
proportion. The one time "colossus"
Morgan Is now s Mvercly criticised

"person."
There were those who maintained
never
that the market would
go

these important staples. .TherjB is
nothing in the agricultural outlook
thus far but what Is hopeful. Business and Industrial conditions In the
Interior continue satisfactory. A much
more careful spirit Is observable than
existed a year ago among those who
control and take the initiative, the
financial reaction and the prevalence
of high prices and diminishing profits
being the cause of this change of at
titude. On the other hand, the vol
ume of business shows no signs of
diminution; traffic continues upon an
Increasing scale and there are few
signs, if any, of production having
Were it not
overtaken consumption.
that prices of manufactured products
are usually on such a high level, consumption would probably be on a lar
ger scale, this being particularly true
of Iron and textile products.
A favorable feature of much slgfl- cance Is the foreign buying of our se
curities, as well as the disposition of
Europe to renew our credits abroad
after the prompt payments made last
soring. IT Is probable that consider
able of the railroad borrowings refer
red to above will be placed abroad
and these two Influences have already
Induced a heavy break In sterling.
which puts an end to all gold exports
Evidently we shall
for the present.
be obliged to look to Europe for relief
In case of monetary stringency, and
fortunately It seems likely to be available. As said above, the worst of the
decline seems to be over, and the best
stocks should be a purchase on the
scale downwards.
UNIQUE FEATURE.
Colorado lias hit upon a feature for
its exhibit at the 8t. Louis exposition
that Is sure to attract great attention
and cause profound interest. How
many people east of the Mississippi
have any adequate idea ot irrigation?
The unique feature ot the Colorado
exhibit at the St. Louis exposition
and the principal Colorado exhibit in
many respects will be an Irrigated
farm. Ton acres of ground will be

cultivated in true western fashion
and grains and fruits, such aa are
raised on irrigated ground, will be
grown on the tract,
A young man In New York wanted
to get married. Ho had a glass eye

and believed It would be conducive
to domestic felicity to take unto htm
BO
anir a wlfn With a llkv defect.
conclud
man
this enterprising young
ed" to advertise for his fate and In
serted the following In a New York
dally: "Young man, moderate cir
cumstances and who has glass eye
would like to form the acquaintance
of young girl who also has a glass
eye or some other deformity not more
severe; girl must be respectable;
money unnecessary; object matri
hours
the
mony." In twenty-fou- r
young man received, among many other Interesting replies, the following:
'Meet mo at 46th street and Fifth ave
nue at 3:40 o'clock Thursday afternoon. I shall wear a big picture hat
and you wear a nlnk carnation in
your lapel. I, too. have a glass eye.'
The moral Is clear. When yon want
thing advertise for It. It Is a good
way to fill every human want.

down. They were probably no more
in error than those who now assert
that it will never go up.
But it' will take it many moons (o
recover Its equilibrium and in the
meantime the promoters will have to
go out nf business for a time.
, The rest of the world which
has
from a safe distance, watched Wall
The day when the Sunday observ
street have Us fun can now enjoy ance law in New Mexico will be observed is drawing nigh, even In Albuseeing It pay the fiddler.
querque, mark the prediction. New
THE FINANCIAL ' SITUATION".
Mexican.
Henry Clews In his weekly review
If dame rumor is to be believed, the
of the American financial situation
Bulletin of Santa Fe has sus.ot
Morning
and
heavy
rKrt another , week,
Further rous pended, fio wonder.
mysterious liquidation.
.

es were Incurred, and rumors of
barrassment were more or less current There la not much In the way
of new explanations for the decline.
The old reactionary forcos, though
till at work, seemed to have temporarily exhausted themselves, until
the bear contingent, encouraged by
past success, discovered fresh points
ot weakness that yielded to attack. As
roiult of the latter operations prices
again touched the lowest point in the
present movement,' and good support
was entirely lacking at times, except

TRANfrtflSSISSIPPI CONGRE8
The

which is to convene at Seattle, Washington, has, for more than a decade,
been a powerful factor in the upbuilding of the states west of the Mississippi river comprising Its Jurisdiction. During its life it has seen the
political and commercial scope of the
region expand, and
during these years it has taken a
prominent part In every movement
tending to commercial advancement
The Influence of the
commercial congress embraces the
greater geographical part of the counstates and
try, comprising twenty-fou- r
territories, and represents the busimillion
ness Interests of twenty-twpeople residing west of the Mississippi river. The recent achievements
In the realm of national expansion
adds to this territory our colonial
possessions of the far east, with their
nine million of additional population.
With political expansion has come
In
greater commercial possibilities
vading a domain comparatively clos
ed to American activity. With our
growing Influence the commercial relations between this country and the
populous centers of the Orient, becomes a condition directly affecting
the
region, and Is
peculiarly a condition to which this
organization must give attentfoiij
The enormous Increase In the trade
of the Taclflc coast, with China, Japan and other peoples in commercial
!
the
touch with
states and territories, points the way
which
to commercial achievements
must add to the prosperity of every
state and territory west of the Mississippi river. Thla part of our republic has prospered beyond all exThe commercial history,
pectation.
of the world offers no parallel In its
Whilst
thla
Industrial
growth.
growth has been great under the enlargement of the nation's influence as
a world power, the future will show
even greater prosperity, the effect of
which Is to be directly felt by the
commercial Industrial Interests of
the
region.
The coming session of the Trans
at
Mississippi commercial congress
Seattle, meets the general desire of
those interested In the commercial
Trans-Mississip-

Trans-Mississip-

o

Trans-Mlsslsslp-

Trans-Mlssissipp-

Trans-Mlsslsslp-

states
growth of the
and territories to gather at the cen
ter of thla new commercial activity
It Is therefore the determination of
the executive committee to secure at
this meeting as large an attendance
as possible of representatives of the
commercial, Industrial, maritime and
other associations within its, Jurisdiction, together with full delegations
from the states, cities and counties
within Its territory. In order to secure this, we urge that immediate
tention be given to this most important movement, and that the number
of delegates to which you are entitled,
as herein enumerated, be selected
from the very best material, and that
such delegates when appointed, be
urged earnestly to be in attendance.
Aaldo from the commercial relations of this western country with the
Oriont, there will be- other topics to
be discussed and legislation recommended to the
natloual congress.
more directly affecting the people of
the west. Among these may be enumerated Irrigation, railroad rates, Improvement of harbors and waterways,
the governmental
department of
mines and mining, good roads, com
mercial relations with ttie Central
at-

crop

al'toMlOtt

at present than

else-

where. Wheat, corn and cotton have
all made great progress during the
two weeks, and the chances are
r
liberal yield of all three of
good

lat

f--

Fifty Yoaro the Standard

republics,

beet

men

sugar industry, the encouragement of
borne manufacturers, statehood for
the territories, legislation for Alaska,
Isthmian canal, merchant
marine,
consular service, preservation of forests, postal service, etc.
This congress Is working for the advancement of the entire west. Especially is its support of irrigation Important to this section. A number of
Las Vegans- - will doubtless be present
at the congress.

WATCHES FOR CAJkfPING
not lose a valuable watch
when you can get an

Do

FOR

man will have
An experienced
charge of the irrigation ot the farm
will be
and the various products
tracts. There will
grown on
be alfalfa, wheat, oata, potatoes, watstrawberries
ermelons, cantaloupes,
and representative products of the
state on the farm during the exposition. The tract will be plowed this
fall and winter wheat will be sown.
with irrigation
Those acquainted
will be able to see what it is and
what it accomplishes. There will be
main and lateral ditches, headgates,
rating flumes anj a complete production of the Irrigation scheme of a
typical western farm. It is believed
that the farm will be one of the most
attractive features of the .exposition
to many of tho visitors to the fair.
The whole arid west will share the
benefit of Colorado's excellent idea,
one-acr-

8Sa

75c
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When the Pennsylvania, the Lake
Shore, the Union Pacific, the - Bur
lington and the New York Central are
scrabbling on the open money market
for loans at 6 and 7 per cent it is
time for the ordinary small borrower
to watch his "Ps and Qs."

PRESS COMMENTS.
8TAMP

Good

eno-ugh-

Jowclcr end Opiiclca.
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for anputing watch.
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INSPECTOR.

Men's and Ladies' Shoes.

Mens' Straw Hats.

Men's 75c and $1.00 Straw Hats-clea- n-up
50c
sale price
Men's $1.50 Straw Hats clean-u- p
sale price
$1.00
Men's $2.00 Straw Hats clean-u- p
sale price
,
$1.50
Men's $2.50 and $3.00 Straw Hats-clea- n-up
sale price.
$2.00
One lot of Men's 50c Caps clean-u- p
15c
sale price
,jp

Men's $3.50 Box Calf and Vici Kid
Shoes and Oxfords, the very latest, all sizes and widths clean$2.75
up sale price
Ladies' $2 Vici Kid Oxfords, all s zes
and widths clean-u-p sale price. . . .$1.60
Ladies' $2.50 Vici Kid Shoes and Oxfords, all sizes and widths clean$2.00
up sale price
Misses' and Children's $1.00 and $1.25
Canvas Lace Shoes, all sizes
clean-u- p
73c
sale price
,
and
Canvas
$1.50
$1.25
Shoes,
Boys'
.75c
all sizes clean-u- p sale price.
One lot Boys' Tennis Shoes, broken
sizes sale price.
.25c

r.lascttio

lot of Infants $1.00 red and
Sandals, sizes AA.
2 to 5 clean-usale price - Q U
p
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Tcmpto

Yum!

1

Exquisite
not to be soonpatterns
elsewhere.
Very large and oholoe variety!
oomplete sets for walls,
oofflngs and borders

rJcoRE Lumber &o.

ICAU LOAD

F. GEIIRING
- MASONIC TEMPLE,
Cells tho Fcmcus

i

now

I

ON THE ROAD

1

for

1

I

DICK

1

J

GROCER.

MMIIHMwMtMiMMMIM
Down the Feast
is delicious on every kind
of salad.
Hot or Cold

and

Meat, Fowl, Eggs

Vg-(table-

Meal
Quick
Ranges
and tho Perfect
Challenge Refrigerators
Full Assortment Fishing Tackle
Hammocks In Variety
Slii
DIP TANKS -- ALL SIZES

CADDLEnr

a good Sabd pressing

t.

AMERICAN

oiLVcn

Ferndell

TCUCO.

la the smoothest, richest

and tastiest, moat relishing combination of pure
ingredients. Nona so
good, it nerer geta

d.

a

Emerson belongs to the English'
bottle
35 and 65 cenU
AT
speaking race, and it was altogether
fitting that a memorial of the Concord
philosopher should be set up in the MMMMMMIMIIMIM
English capital. The unveiling of the
bust In Tavistock square Wednesday
was attended by Iird Alverstone,
Las Vet as ' Phone 111
chief Justice ot Great Britain, Lord
Yciis
Strathcona, Canadian high commissioner, and other BrltUh officials
J. R.SMITH, Pros).
Embassador Choate gave the principal
Wholesale
and Uetall Dealer In
address. The movement for a statue
of George Washington, to be paid for
nCCSAXArtOKEALESAD
by Englishmen, and placed In St.
WHEAT, KTC.
Paul's cathedral, will occasion more
Blfheateanh price
paid for Mlllliur Wheat
surprise, but this again is very pleas
Colorado Seed Wheat for Hale Id Season
ant to note. Of Englishmen who are
LAS VEGAS, N. M.
commemorated by statues In the
United States there are not a few, but
most of them date back to the time
If you want to gain flesh and feel
In English history which belongs about well
drink Macbeth water; pure,
as much to us as to present-daBritsparkling, refreshing, medicinal; deons. Springfield Republican.
livered where you want it by Peter
l8S-t- f
Roth.
A very choice business room Is of
fered for rent by W. M. Lewis, being
Plttlnger haa Just received a line
the one now occupied by Hsmblln assortment of picture frame mould
ing and mats: also the lateat patterns
Brokerage Co., who find they require and
in wall paper. HO
colorings
2- - IZZ
a war:icuj;.

LIGHT.
COOL.
tatyl Wear.

Saula
STOTK
Hernia
with Ceatert,

..DOUCHEIL'S..

For

its

fttftr

m,

:

Nepraararsoa
Mas or Bat
NoeBdarMnpt,
Nre novee.
Sawlo

by '

O. G. SCHAEFER
DRUGGIST
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ESTABLISHED I88S.

Dr.

D.

N. Williams.

V DENTIST V

The meat madam apallartoea
fa
DanUatry. V V

Brlda.St. - - LwVgaa.N.M

C::Tc:!3

C::l

f
(J. S. C:'t
Vcr!

Fc!;.
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MP- thFsafest way
is the best. The modern bank check
has superseded cash in the settlement
of aonoonta. i
'

).,. of errors
This eliminates all chances
and disputes. Also danger of loss.
Mow is the time to commence putting by a competency for your future,
it you have not already done so.
Be your account little or large, it
will be welcomed by this bank.
Plaza Trust

&

:

Savings Bank,

LAS VEOAS, N. AL '
JarraRaoR Ratkolm, President,
Hekhai D. Mvaas. Vice-Pre- ..

Ballit Batoolds. Cashier.

H. E. VOGT&CO.
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1

Watermelons
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IT OUT.

The most disgraceful
affnir that
ever occurred in Albuquerque took
place upon the principal street ot the
when a
city on Saturday evening,
party of thugs assaulted a man known
as Jerry Michaels, and tried to incite
a mob to lynch him. He wjs quietly
walking down the street, attending
to his own business and doing nothing
to give offense to anyone, when one
ot the gang declared that he was a
man who had helped to break up a
strike somewhere at sometime, and
without further ado the whole cowardly gang set upon him and pounded
him brutally. He ran for his life, and
finally succeeded in finding refuge in
the Bianchard meat market, or very
likely he would have been murdereJ
It appears that Michaels Is a Greek
by birth. Is a naturalized citizen of
the United States, has been In Albuquerque for the last four or five days
seeking employment, and had made
arrangements to go to work for the
electric light company in the morn
.
ing.
The feeling among the people of the
town In regard to the matter is one
of most intense indignation toward
the gang of ruffians who have made
a blot upon the fair record of Albu
querque by such dastardly brutal and
cowardly conduct.
This Is tho first time in the history
of this place that the mob spirit baa
asserted itself in Albuquerque and the
most vigorous measures should be ta
ken to make It the last. Let it be
stamped out at once, and In a most
Journal " Demothorough manner.

COS Deusiaa Avcnuo.

the backward spring', our stock of Shoes and Hats and Caps is larger
than usual at this time so to clean up, we have cut prices deep. Now is the time
to benefit by this clean-u- p sale. DON'T WAIT.

Monument to Emerson.

&

01-2- 5

Owing' to

crat.

i't'
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A charter has Just been issued to
the New York, Buffalo Air Car com
pany which proposes to run trains between New York and Buffalo at an
miles an
average speed of ninety-fivhour. But England goes us one better, for parllment has recently authorized the construction of a high
speed electric railway on the Monorail system between Manchester and
Liverpool, on which a sped of 110
miles an hour is to be attained. Sure
ly "the World does move."

Trans-Mississip-

em-

seemed panicky.
when symptoms
.Whenever panic, however, seemed
It w wbsened the decline
Was slopped; and In high financial circle the absence of concern at the
market's gyrations was very notice?
r j
able, U
Immense quantities of railroad paper are In the market, the big railroads being borrowers In this form
deto an altogether unprecedented
borrowPennsylvania's
heavy
gree.
ings will soon cease to be a factor
in the money market, that corporation
than
having been more successful
others In changing its loans Into fixed
but ' Lake Shore, New York
capital
CentraL Hocking Valley, Burlington,
and finally Union Parlfic, have all
been. or. will he' heavy borrowers
within a short period ot time,"
More aiieourmgeweat is found In the

and South American

congress

Trans-Mississip-

Stsam and
Hot Watsr
Hosting.
Repair-iPromptly Doie.
n

SHOP

Corner Seventh and Douglas Ave.

S. R. Dearth
Undertaker and
Embalmer.
Cut Flowers;...
and Monuments..
Both 'Phones.

LAS
Las
Escape of Former
Vegan.
The following article from the Colorado Springs Telegraph
refers to
M 1 1 1 1 II 1 1 1 M 1 1 1 1 1 1
Mrs. Thomas A. Davis, who left Las
W. S. Heydt drove up to Watrous
Vegas last April. Her husband, who
today.
is still living here, is a member of
Esperidion Garduno is In from the firm of Wallace & Davis,
Chaperito.
W. T. Smith of Trinidad is a guest
Mrs. Bella Davis narrowly escaped
at the Rawlins house.
..
instant death from a bolt of lightnJ. H. Hunter, an Omaha gentleman, ing, which struck her house at the
corner of Robinson and South Fifth
is staying at La Pension.
Fr. A. Rabbyrolle of Santa Fe is a streets, yesterday afternoon about 3
o'clock. The lightning
struck the
Lag Vegas visitor today. ,
Jo3e S. Duran from Santa Rosa eaves on the west side of the bouse.
came up to sell his wool.
breaking the large stone cap above
Roman Ortiz,' the Ribera merchant, the window into three pieces and shatis laying in supplies today.
tering the plaster on the Inside. Had
H. D. Hallett and H. M. McFarland it not been for the1 heavy rain falling
at the time thehouse wogld have
are in the city from Watrous. r
probably
K
caught fire.
M.
L.
Parke has returned to
Mrs. Davis wast asleep Si He, not
after a short visit to the city.
Wm. Gortner left this afternoon to three feet from the window, and her
with only a seVere TshockrH
pay a visit to his old home in Goshen, escape
miraculous.
She was nearly prosInd.
trate all night and still has a severe
C. W. Holman is down from Mora.
In speaking of the occur
headache.
He reports everything up there lookrence, Mrs. Davis says that the room
ing fine.
was filled with dust and smoke re
John Funkhouser,
the Trinidad
sembling gunpowder smoke. She was
wooltjuyer, is in the city on his usual alone in the house at the time, her
mission.
son being away from home. Her husDeputy Collector of Internal Reve- band, T. A. Davis, is at present in
nue A. J. Loomls, is back from a Las Vegas, N. M.
northern trip.
The house is a small,
Miss Mollie Kennedy is enjoying a structure, built about three years ago.
vacation from her duties with the The slight damage Is covered by
house of Ilfeld.
W. A. McGrew, the Denver insurMrs. Patrick, who lives In the next
ance adjuster, is spending a day in house north, was standing at a door
the city in conference with local insur- almost parallel jand about sixty feet
distant from the window In the Davis
ance men.
Jacob Gross, head of the firm of house, when the lightning struck. The
Gross, Kelly & Co., went to northern door was slammed shut and Mrs. Patterritorial towns on a business trip rick was whirled around by the force
of the shock. She escaped, however,
this afternoon.
with a slight bruise.
G. O, Francisco of Omaha, the urof
the Cudahy
bane representative
Shopmen here, who heard of the re
Packing Co., is in the city on profe
markable action of the majority of the
Blonal business.
La Junta shopmen In walking out beVictor J. Bloom, the well known cause their
pay checks were a day
man
and promNew York clothing
seem to condemn the action.
late,
inent Elk, was an east bound pas- The
checks are usually a day or two
senger this morning.
late
in reaching Las Vegas
and
Booked at the New Optic are I. B.
sometimes there is a good deal of
Harrington, Denver; Mrs. Dalton,
but it is said the checks are
Texas; E. Weisner and P. H. Jones, kicking,
made out in the office in Topeka on
Western Union company.
time, and the delay of a day or two
A. F. Youngston, a popular
is not fatal. The shopmen who struck
a
man, left this afternoon to spend
in their own behalf that they had
three weeks' vacation in Salt Lake say
given
warning if their checks didn't
City, Butte and Livingston.
come on time they would quit Gen
for
will
leave
tonight
Henry Levy
eral Manager Mudge, who went to La
New York City for the purpose of layJunta to investigate said that of
of
for
fall
stock
in
a
goods
big
ing
course the men had the right to
the firm of Henry Levy & Bro.
when
wanted to,
Edward Grunsfeld, . the capable stop working came they
to the company
but
when
It
Inmanager of the Equitable Life
surance company for New Mexico and taking them back after they had left
Arizcra arrived this morning on a their work under such a trivial pretext, that was another matter. Mr.
business trip.
,, 4. ,. .. .
is positive the men won't be
Recent arrivals at theflaza are R. Mudge
back. The shopmen in Topeka
taken
L. Oak, Los Angeles; Dr. Carter R.
while not upholding the strikers, have
"
Bible, Birmingham' AI&? J. F. How
requested the cpmrjiny to let the men
ry, Minneapolis, Minn.; W A. Green,
go to work. It Is thought the com
?
;
St Joseph, Mo. f
pany after giving a lesson will comproAt the Castaneda are registered mise the. matter and the men will be
A.
Chas. Gebhart, Baltimore;
W.
allowed t& return. Over two hun
Green, St. Joe; H. C. Applegate, St. dred of the three hundred odd men
Louis; H. W. Prager, Denver; G. A. employed are idle. The men reported
Cattlett, San Francisco.
for duty Saturday morning, but were
Mrs. V. P. Edle, wife of the Albu told the Santa Fe had no need of
querque wool buyer and. manufactur- their services.
er, and her attractive sister, Miss
Maud Hale, are the guests of Mrs. F.
THE WOOL 8ITUATION.
A. Boone for a few days.
Guests at the El Dorado are: F. A. Tihe Product Coming From the Rock
Island Country to be Scoured
McKee, Sallna, Kans.! M. H. McDonald
and 8old Here. '
Han-IoN.
E.
W.
Y.;
and wife, Redwpod,

m nma. mmmi am

BRAG

PERSONAL

II

Glen-mor-

OPTIC JULY 21, llKtt

Miraculous

IIUIHMHIIIIIMMUti

f

DAILY

VEGAS

DON'T

OF LAS VEGAS.
.
-

Capital Paid In, $100,000.00

MAKE

J. M.

BUSINESS

-

officers,

ProaUant

CUZZUtQHAM,

D. T. HOS.tl.1S, Oamhhr

I.ITttZST

PrsUnt

H. OOStE,

Dm

VC wmn- -

JET

MATCH PRICES

urn arm wscnr
n nwfiwsf

"

with any house in my line
on anything they offer.

KELLY,

-

"The Old Reliable."

where.
com
The Browne & Manzanares
pany! buys immense quantities of the
bides, flttd'jlelts produced In the Rock
Islani "section east of this city. To
day the Arm was receiving wool from
El Cuervo on the Rock IslanJ. Stern
That workingmen are mighty par Uc Nahm. bought a lrge quantity that
'
ticolar these days Is shown by the was freighted in from Tucumcarl.
fact that at La Junta last week the Thomas Ross was receiving a lot of
employes of the Atchison, Topeka A Rock Island wool to be scoured. A
Santa Fe railway quit work because larg part of the wool already received
their pay checks were a day. late in at the Ross mill comes from the San
arriving. This Is quite different from ta Rosa country. While the large
Grover Cleveland times when work part of the wool which comes here
ingmen were glad If they got any from that district to be scoured Is
pay checks at all, even if they were sold here, yet some of the eastern
a month or two behind. New Mexi buyers, who go down there ship the
fleecy product here to have It scoured
can.
Get your ticket for the Fraternal before It is sent to the big cities of
Union ball. It Is an already an as- the east. This promises to be an
unusually good wool year for this city.
sured success; the 24th, casino.

The ladles have 'made out their bill

of fare for the supper Friday night

The temperatures for
were 89, 46; precipitation,

yesterday
.16.

The best la promised and will be
FOR SALE OR TRADE Sterling
Monte
served promptly. at 11:30;
bicycle, cheap, Elliott, 620 Twelfth
zuma casino.

street

IIJMIiTCC

FINE

BUGGY
AND SURKEV

k

in

THE IMS VEOAS

White Cottolme
Contains nothing but pure vegetable oil
and choice beef suet. It is endorsed
physicians and expert cooks as the
most wholesome and economical material
for all shortening and frying purposes,
and is for sale by

EPICURES

of fastidious
tastes would do well to consult with
Chas. Blanchard on the subject of Imported salad oils; he is an expert on
the subject, at Herman's, fancy gro
cer's. Bridge street.

reduction to my customers. Now is the time
to order your suits and trousers.

Davis & Syctep

IllllllituO

FOR SALE AT

COOLEY'S Street

Livery and Vehicles.

After Convention.

FOR SALE First class ticket to
The Colorado delegation at the
Chicago, Good any time. Elliott, 620
League convention which is Twelfth street.
now held in Detroit is making a strenuous and commendable effort to seThe Las Vegas Light ft Fuel Co.,
cure the convention of 1905 for Den are now prepared to furnish Willow
coal at S4.50 por too ceiivered,
ver. They are using some very at Creek
127 tf
or 93.90 by the or
tractive advertising devices, typical
M.
Mrs.
B. Ward is prepared to do
of the Centennial state, and describa
dressmaking at 902 Third
ing the delights of peak, pass and
172-lplain. The convention this year is street L. V. 'Phone 174.
said to have an. atendance of 20,000,
For the most Beautiful rooms in the
which is not surprising In view of the
size and progresslveness
of this southwest, go to La Pension 165-t-In the
If the Coors block.
young Methodist organiaztion.
convention is secured it will no doubt
If you wish to narrow money It will
prove as beneficial to this state as pay you to investigate the plan of
Inthe Christian Endeavor gathering the Aetna Building association.
which
has Just closed. Colorado quire of Geo. H. Hunker. Sec. 129-t- f
Springs Gazette.
Perry Onion pays cash and good
o
prices tor household goods. Monte
Carlo Hall. Colo. Phone No. 271. 143-t- f
WANTED Position as
either In the city, country store or
WANTED Colored
porter, first
ranch. Address or apply "J. W." Opclass man; apply at La Pension.
h

first-clas-

For Uct Westksr Luzskssa

Bridge

Libby's Elegant Canned S.Usis
UndervvoocTskpcrior Ssrdinss

Guaranteed not

CEMENT

or heave.
Ten years experience. Refer to The
Optio and J. H. Fox. Address or call
on M. E. Everett, 408 Wastington Ave.

Deviled Crab$
Lobster

J. Ho Stearns, Grocer.

Contractor

BUILDING

an

Jobber

Shop on Douglas avenue, next door to

s gallery. Prompt and careFunong
trivnts.
ful iat.t.Aiit.win
.
V.
A
to all work. Jfistl- - III U MB
SIIIMIl
OUI1U
mates furnished. M
.

Bs.

B Bk

I.

f.

book-keepe-

r,

tic office.

OSTEOPATHY
Watermelons

H. W. Honf.

I

Graduate under the
Founder of I lie face. Dr. A. T. HUH,

at Klrkllle,

Watermelon!!!
RYAN

Mo,

t thott

treat all diieuesi my specialty
of chronic character.
X
Consultations and examination!
are frect inquirers arc cordially in
aa
t
T t a
T vnea to can ai onicc,

f

OVER BTEABNS'.GKOCEBY 8TOBK

I

I

outer ElOOK,

Both Phonei,

507 8IXTH STREET.

HOURS.

JStoHa.m.
lt0 jp.

At other times by appointment.

lid

M0

of the
Rosenthal
Furniture
Company.
We will shortly remove to the
New Duncan' Building

'

Next to the Postofflce.
For ths next 30 days,
,

per cent Discount for Cash.
Everything exactly as represented.
Now Is your time to secure the greatest bargains ever offered In New Mex20

Springs.
Medal

Cots.
96.80 for 98.50 Golden Oak
iers, 5 drawers.
14.80

for

118.50

Golden

Folding
Cheffon-

Oak

-

Side-

boards

Furniture

Carload just received.
Handsome and reliable work.
Call and See Now Styles.

Browne & Manzanares Co

Bridge Street.

PATTY
i

VJUOLEGALZ

PLUMBING
ROOFING

kJ

SPOUTING

PAR-lo-

WOOL,

rs

have been opened by
Miss Winifred Sullivan at
725 Seventh street, and ladies
are invited to call.

m

m

SAN MIGUEL

AND

PELTS

. .
AIIKindsof Native Product,
Plows, Harrows, Cultivators,
McCormid's Mowers and Reapers
Cray's Threshin Medline
Hay. Rakes, Bain Wagons,
Grain and Wool Bap, Bailing: Ties, Fence Wire. Be
Ranch Supplies, Navao Blankets,
.
Hay, Grain and Feed.

j

SJ side.
P. CIDDIO.

HIDES

DEALERS IN .

-v-OOLEY'8
LIVERY (or comfort-II U able rigs and reliable teams.
Vehicles For Sale.
Standard
work In buggies, surreys, road
II
wagons, etc. Bridge street, west

row! t
Apple

DRESSMAKING

BANK

SAMPLE

HOT08,

VIEWS,
BUTTONS,
and finishing for am'
ateurs. Also watch repairing and
music furnshed for balls and
Martinez, tent oppJ,l
parties.
CUT UBM.
V
;
IM'UU r
developing

and FUZrATrf
CLEAN, DYE
men's clothing and ladles' fine
1 1
tailor-I-I
garments. Also
ing. Work guaranteedX'OUS
JUL HOLMES, next to Ed. Henry's.

TT

LINE AMOLEfSOAPS.

DRIED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.

LA&ZVZ2J13,

,
v

.

,

izny

LVPASO, TZZiZS.

1 1

Piters

high-clas-

s

I

Sauce Pans
Preserving Kettles
Van Dyke brown and
white ware-- if it flakes
or chips, return and

Itrlfled Brick tldewalka, ever
lasting, handsome, economical.
Work of all kinds in native red
tone. Estimates furnished on
brick and stone buildings. All
work guaranteed.
W. W. Wal
lace, 'Vegas 'Pliohe 286.

FOR RENT Desirable business room
Next to Western Union Telegraph
X S. Aguilar is here from Wagon
next to Rosenthal Bros.' on Lincoln
office, Las Vegas, N. M.
Mound.
ave. See Wm. Lewis.

I Thompson Hardware

Co

Our Work Will Please You
SMOOTH
'j EDGES
on
COLLARS

and

STAR'
'

Meat Market
L V. Phone 230. Southwest

Co.

z

man's tailor.

get new piece.

and thousands of others.
Bargains of a Life Time.

Rosenthal

IIMIMMinilllMMHH
MIMIIIIIIIMMMMtt

Lard Presses

ico.

$2.50 Gold

'

Food Choppers
Vegetable and

$2.80 for 93.50 Metal Beds, any size.
11.80 for 92.2S
Woven Wire Bed

for

N

Wine Presses

at

$2.00

-

Fruit Presses

DEPARTMENT

CARRIAGES-VE-

does repairing and cleaning of men's
and ladles' clothing In the most sat
isfactory manner. Ladles' and gentle

Cherry Stoners

pommeftflng July 1st.. 1903),,
We offer every- - item 1n the- FURNITURE

f

J

Successor to Dr. Purviance.

KflDon

f

'

I

& BLOOD

F

NEW

0.0.,

OSTEOPATHIC SURGEON

Watermelons!!
1

INE

Iron work of all descriptions on short
notice and well done. Hells garden
tools, hose, &ci.
Bridge Street

Darn the Fly! Buy your killers at
Gehring8' Hardware Store.

n

It to a gratifying fact that, notwlth
standing the opening of the Rock Island, a large part of the wool, hides
and pelts in the Santa Rosa and Til- cumcari country comes to Las Vegas.
This is largely due to the fact that
the best couring mills in the terri
tory are situated here. It doesn't pay
to ship unsecured wool to the eastern
markets, thus paying freight in rub
bish and dirt. Then good prices are
paid by the Las Vegas Wool men,
who can compete with buyers' any-

276-t- I

Prices Much Reduced on Hats.
Dress hats, street bats, outing hats,
all sharply cut in price to sell out for
the season. Ladies furnishings also
at lower prices.
Misses O'Brien, Bridge St.

I have secured from two of the biggest
tailoring- houses in the United States a concession of 10 to 20 per cent on all orders sent in
bef.re August 1st, and I am giving all of this

Vkm-PnsxZ- zzt

C30,C00.CJ

OmmtMltlnnthmm

mavnlng

Restaurant.

NOTICE.

"

and wife,.It!jE.i.J7jJ.fc?DD' Fort
Worth; J. N. Jones, Kansas City; J.
N. Coe; Fort Stanton.
E. C. Herlow and sister, Miss Anna,
have returned from the big C. E. con
vention in Denver. Mr. Herlow, who
was superintendent of transportation
for the territory, gives a most enthusiastic account of the doings of the
great gathering.
Frank Farnsworth, for many years
a popular Santa Fe conductor between Albuquerque and El Paso, now
a prosperous stock owner and ranch'
man at Silver City passed through the
city this afternoon on his way to Toa
for
eastern
other
points
peka and
visit. At the depot he greeted a num.
ber, of old friends.

Cs&

"arina yam mmbyinoomm. 111"Lvmry sfOfMi
ssvsir two afowsw
WWW Mmta On mH If Wf IS) Or U
rwwnrrNi i wis uhm h

The best of material, carefully pre
pared, nicely and quickly served, by
attentive and sprightly waiters, on at
tractive tables, in cool and comforta
ble dining room such Is Duvall's

one-stor- y

5

s.

T, KOSXXS3, Traaaurw

PAID UP CAPITAL,

k. Lewis Shoe & Clothing

Vtoo-Pro-

PAID ON TEZS DEPOSITS.

a

i

SPXIZX,
Ammt.

F. D. JAKUAOY,

THE LAS VEGA8 SAVINGS DANK

People know where they get
their money's worth every time.

I

Surplus, (CO,CCO.CO

;

Or. flats.

Both Kaneas City and
Meatsi

native

CUFFS

Laundered
by the

COUPON
LOOZQ

good tor
C5.00

Wcrth of
;

WORK
; : for
C4XO.

Las Vegas STEAM LAUNDRY
Both Phones.

FrtslDslivery

6

LAS VEGAS DALLY

GLASSif

i0

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Business t Ihiyctory.

THE

WANTED.

T

TERRITORY.

WANTED Two or tbree boarders,
good for healthseekers. Mrs. Kate
George H. Hunker, Attorney at law.
M07.
Bell, Mineral Hill, N. M.
Office, Veeder block, Las Vegas, N.
M. v ,
t
WANTEI To sell, five or six bead of
cattle. One extra milk cow, giving MINES, FARMS, RANGES, ETC.
Qaorfe P. Monty, Attorney-At-Laeleven quarts per day, seven years
United States
and
old. Mrs. Kate Bell, Mineral Hill,
torney, offlce in Olney building, East
Laa Vegas, N. M.
N. M.
Tbe grapblte proposition
several
Prank Springer, Attarnay-At-Lamiles out from Raton is proving valu
RENT.
FOR
Office in Crockett building, Eaat Laa
able and carloads of tbe stuff are beKagaa, n. M.
FOR RENT Tbree room furnished ing shipped east every week.
Office
cottage.
LV. Lang, Attornty-At-LaInquire at Mrs. Hume's.
la Wymaa block, East Laa Vegas,
There Is a reawakening In the Ml- A
furnished cottage on Na la grog copper mines out on the edge
OtA, A. Jones, Attornty-At-Lational street; inquire at 1112 Doug- of tbe Manzanos In which various Al
ic la Crockett building, Kaat Laa las avenue. ;
buquerque people are Interested.
Vagaa, M. at.
FOR RENT Two suits of furnished
Mining la said to be rather quiet in
DENTISTS.
421 tbe
rooms for light housekeplng,
Mogollon mountains. The Cooney
Dr. E. L. Hammond, Dentist,
Tentb street
company la running Its mill, which
to Dr. Decker, rooms suit No.
7, Crockett block, once hours
t Furnished rooms for light housekeep haa a capacity of sixty tons dally. An
IS and 1:80 to 6:00. L. V. 'Phone 139.
air compressor haa Just been put In.
ing, with bath, 1022 Fourth St

SMcttf

nifi
ViaU V

day at the popular
stantly Increasing.

12-t-

at

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

For Oninsenncss, Opium
erphise sad

ether Drag

Uriel' ltenutiio of tbe Important
Doings In New Mexico Town.

ATTORNEYS.

mm

OPTIC JULY 21, 1903
Land office at Santa Fe, N. M., July
15, 1903; homestead entry No. 5017.
Notice Is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof
in support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the U. S.
court commissioner at Laa Vegas, N.
M., on September 1, 1903, viz. Simon
Garcia y Salaz, for the NE4 of Sec
tion 1, T. 14, R. 23 E.
He names tbe following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence and
cultivation of said land, viz.:
Nasarlo Martinez, of Trementlna, N.
M.; Vidal Trujillo, of Trementlna, N.
M.; Isabel Ensinas, of Trementlna, N.
M.; Tlmoteo Martinez, of Trementlna,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
N. M.
Register.

Uilng,

taeTabaceaHskil
aadNeurstthssia.
THE KEELEY
RSTITUTF.
OwlaKt, lib

resort

Is

con-

Looking for Arizona Toga: Senator William H. Andrews, of this territory, president of the Santa Fe Central, has developed Into an Arizona
The Tucson Star
mining capitalist
has the following to say about his

Document Blanks
FOR SALE BY THE

Las Vegas Publishing Go.
Justice of the Peace Blanks.

latest ventures:
"Yesterday J. P. Owens closed the
purchase of tbe Tres Amigo's gold
mines of Oro Blanco, S. W. Champion
of Alhambra, Cal., being the vendor.
THE MEADOW CITY.
"The price paid was $150,000. The
H.
William
was
Senator
purchaser
Andrews, of New Mexico, and a num- Some Things About Laa Vegas Not
Generally Known to the
ber of Plttaburg capitalists.
t
"The Sorrel Top group has also
Outside World.
Cola 111.
been sold. The purchaser was SenaLas Vngas,meanlng "The Meadows,"
The Torpedomlne, one of the great tor William H. Andrews, and tbe s the county seat of San Miguel coun-HOTELS.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room, est producers In the Organ district,
price paid was $75,000, 'Both proper- .y. Ilea oi both aides ot the Qalllnas
with privilege ot light housekeeping, is
Central Hotel, Popular Rates, Clean
working about fifty men and Is ties will be consolidated, making one lver, and, with Its suburbs, haa about
u.uuu inhabitants.
bed. Douglas avenue.
at 918 8th St
keeping tbe hoisting works running of the largest groups of mines In
It has excellent water works, arc
Is
The
water
full
Arizona.
southern
being
capacity.
Two rooms for light housekeeping,
HARNESS.
stores, beautiful residences
handled.
"Senator Andrews and his assoc- and Incandescent electric light plant
18; 1008. Sixth street
J. C. Jones, The Harneaa Maker,
iates will take hold of these properties telephone exchanges, headquarters of
Bridge street.
rooms for
FOR RENT FurnlBbed
the Atchison railway system, iew
The Modoc mine, one of the best and
develop them with vigor, and as Mexico
division, together with rail
light housekeeping. 808 Fifth street properties In the Orgnn district, has
do
the
can
men
as
and
fast
PRINTING.
money
road machine shops and
1981m
been shut down and with no word of work."
works, stock yards and large
Tha Optic Job Rooms, Fine Com
and dipping plants.
It Is sa'd the property
FOR RENT Four partly furnished explanation.
mercial printing.
West of the river, the old town has
In Old Virginia: A Silver City
time, but;
bouses: apply to the Club House or will remain Idle for som-tbe quaint and picturesque Mexican
RESTAURANTS.
those In charge refuse to confirm or man has gone the story of the natural appearance
R- H. Golke, Hot
181-tSprings.
adobe houses, narrow,
Hot
Incubator at the Faywood
Springs crooked streets, native people and
Duval's Restaurant Short Order-Reg- ular FOR RENT A small four room furn deny anything.
,,
()
one better. The latest is a natural customs, handicrafts ana occupations;
meals. Center street.
ished house.
Apply 020 Eleventh
Plague of Grasshoppers: A plague hoggery and a cucumbery of a novel but the plaza and all of tbe new town.
east of the river, constitute a distinc
164-tstreet.
of grasshoppers is reported to have nature in Virginia.
TAILORS.
tive American city. The streets are
In Santa Fe, doing especial
arrived
"Talk about Faywood Hot Sprlng3," wide and well graded, while sidewalks
'UK kknt two furnisbed rooms
of
In
the
certain
B.
J.
parts south
for light housekeeping.
Mrs. Jos- damage
Allen, The Douglas Avanua
said the traveling man in Stiver City abound, shaded with growing trees.
tailor.
eph B. Watrous, corner Fifth and river. Eight acres of ground con
parks, tilled with grass and
last week, who bad spent a quiet Three add
147-tf
National Ave., No. 728.
to the beauty and healthful-nessisting of berries, corn, fruits, etc., Fourth at that resort, "I know of a trees, of
the place. Handsome and
SOCIETIES.
FOR RENT Two nicely furnished belonging to Mr. Dorman, have been
still more wonderful spring which I and Innumerable lawns, set in grass
rooms with kitchen privileges In ad completely ravaged.
Other places think is the most remarkable In and adorned with shrubbery and
Eldorado Ledge No. 1, K. Of P.,
dition, Inquire at 810 Douglas ave have suffered also.
combine to proclaim a cultur
oeeta every Monday at S p. m., at nue.
Christendom.
It is down in Virginia flowers,
ed community, possessed ot all mod
their Caatle ball, third floor Clements
a
was
few
discovered
years ago era comforts and conveniences.
The big new stamp mill at Cat and
block, corner Blith street and Grand FOR RENT Grass pasture on Mesa
Laa Vegas is the natural sanato
avenue.
J. J. JUDKIN8, C. C.
ranch, two miles eaat of city. Can Mountains la schedule! to begin bu by a New Yorker looking for llthla
rium of the United States, combining
R. C. RANKIN, K. of R. B.
take care of cattle, mules and hors siness before
Her-- water. Instead he discovered a vine- more natural
Prof.
L.
C.
long.
than any
es. Inquire 716 Orand avenue.
f
advantages
8AUL ROSENTHAL, M. of F.
rick, former president of the Univer- gar spring, spurting forth all kinds other place in America. Her thermal
waters are the equal of the Hot
FOR HIRE, Cheap Team and rig
sity of New Mexico, Is managing of cider vinegar. A brilliant thought
for campers.
Vegas 'phone 326.
struck him Immediately and without Springs of Arkansas, while her climate
at
little
that
camp
things
growing
la infinitely superior. There Is no
meir
""'"u"' iievening
.-hall, aih atMA
ti.r at. .oreinfor the Socorro Cold Mining compa- telling anyone of his discovery he malaria, no excessive heat or cold, no
.liijvu aii Timing
ren are cordially
invited to attend. J.
in
the
neighborcucumber,
For Rent.
gnats, rats or mosquitoes. The air is
ny, of which the well known Chaplnin planted
pure, dry, rarlfled, and highly electrl
Scott is the president. Cat Mountain hood of the spring. When the cucum- fled
T. M. El wood. Sec.; W. E. Crltes' Nice ofllce room, $7.00.
a certain cure for consumption,
were of a certain size," continbers
from
ten
Is
4
miles
about
d. nj uearu,
rooms
Magdalena.
Old
$8,
If the disease be taken In time. The
Town,
unfurnished,
cemetery
"the
the
ued
serenely,
man,
traveling
hot watera are a specific for liver,
5 room house on Tenth street, f 10.
'
Sunday afternon Deputy Sheriff water from the spring was diverted to sun, rneumauc and blood disorders.
4 room house on Tenth street. 110.
B. P. 6. ft". Uui.
nnaj vli.j
Dick Huber of Santa Fe county ar- the field and In a few days thousands Her Montezuma hotel Is the finest hos'
iniru 3 room adobe, Ninth
street, $7.
Thursday evenings, each month
at
would be telry between Chicago and California
sixth street lodge room.
S
rooms
and bath, Tllden street, $18. rested Premltlvo Lopex, Leopoldo of nice pickled cucumbers
and is situated in a beautlfu canyon,
Visiting
11.1- 1hmlhna
man five miles from town, where the
on a charge of ready for the market.
Ortiz
That
and
Baca
Matlas
hot
4 room house on Railroad avenue, $9
A-MrB.
MALONBY, Exalted Ruler
house
but
of
entered tbe
made his thousands off the spring
springs, forty In number, come boil
T. E. BLAUVBLT, Sec.
Storage room for household goods, havingArias de
to
the surface. Besides this,
thought ing
Armljo for the purpose still be was not content-an,
..k-.,-1
of burglary. The case was called be that a good deal of vinegar went to St Anthony's Banltarlam, conducted
Maeta
rby the Sisters of Charity, and tbe
aaJ Ealata and
. J?kah,
IIAAD
v"u miu jouriu Tnursday evenings IVlUUrXL,
Irtvaafmant Co fore Judge Garcia, and Lopez and waste after serving Its purpose In the Plaza Sanitarium, conducted hy Dr.
w
in
G2T
the
.
were
held
for
K
,
Baca
Avenue.
v, vf.
So to utilize this wuiam uurtiss Halley, M. D.
grand jury
a ...
cucumber field.
Douglas
pail.
N. 0.: Mrs. Sar-aMur,5r"1
Las Vegas Is the distributing point
the sum of $250 each. Ortiz appeared overflow he started a large "hoggery"
Critea,
A. J. Weru.
Mrs.
y.O.'
FOR SALE.
as a witness for the state. These par- below the cucumber field. All that for nearly all New Mexico By tbe
Hwj.j mm. 4. n, aniney, Tress.
Atchison system, she has connection
had to be done to the hogs then was with Kansaa on the east Colorado on
Five room bouse, bath, hot and cold ties came from Albuquerque.
Laa Vegas Royal Arch
No.
Chapter
to kill them and their feet were al tbe north, Arizona and California on
Tllden
on
water; flno location
a. Regular convocations flrat
Eatey Mill: Eatey, a mining camp
Monday
This also waa a great the west, and Texas and Old Mexico
In each month. Visiting
balstreet
$1,700.
$500
cash,
only
in
Oscura
located
the
companions
on the south. Besides these, she has
mountains, may ready pickled.
generally invited. M. R. Williams, E.
success and tbe last I heard of him more stage lines, connecting
ance on small monthly payments, take on new life, as the
her with
properties
. P.; C. H.
cucumbers
gee.
Bporleder,
tributary territory, than has any other
and milling machinery have been pur- he was shipping pickled
Small
liouao and bath, large chased
and pickled pigs' feet to the market town in New Mexico. This territory
by J. M. Bryson for tho DiviCommsnoary K. T. No.
includes the entire section east and
,f
2. Regular
for $625 dend Mining and Smelting company. by the thousands and maintaining a south
lot, furnished complete
conclave second1 Tuesday
of the mountains,
and com
a
or earn month.
and
avenue
home
on
Fifth
winter
Visiting Jcnlghts
The former owners made a failure, it
prises the counties of Colfax, Mora
weicoinea.
John
E
8.
Cla'k.
vuruwijr,
Splendid home Just outside tho city Is claimed, by putting in --the wrong villa in Newport. Yes elree," ejacu- Taos, San Miguel, Santa Fe, Socorro,
C; Chas. Tarn me. Reo,
lated the peripatetic representative, Dona Ana, Grant, Chaves, Lincoln, ant
limits. No city tax to pay, $2,650 treatment. Tbe ore Is
sulphide and
Eddy ,wlth parts of Valencia and Ber
tbe new comers evidently think there "a villa la Newport."
nalillo a country larger than alt New
Eaatern Star, Rogular Communicao
r ILaal Ealata
and
t
of it, a they slate
England. This takes In the famous
tion eecond and fourth Thursday even- aIVlUUrxC.
Invaa.mant Co. Is a large quantity
entry valley ot the Rio Grande, and the less
The following homestead
ing of each month. All visiting broth-eran Intention of putting In a
1)25 DouglAS Avenue.
and- llltara arfl rnril.lt.. aUflLITU,
has been filed In the U. S. land of famous, but not less excellent valley
concentrator.
of the Pecos the finest fruit sections
Uri. JultA Wfthh wiuimij
nrlU
FOR BALE A four room house on
fice in Santa Fe: Fellclan Angel of
ot the west
Earnest Browne, W. P.; Mrs. Emma
Leonard
acres
160
in
de
lot; must be sold at once, $400,
Puerto
Luna,
The big sulphur
There are eight large wholesale
Sulphur Minea:
waieaici, Bec.; Mrs. M. A. Howell 1109 Eleventh street.
one-6
houses, whose trade extends through
mines up near Jamez Springs are Wood county, being the southeast
Tree. ,.
of out the Territory, and into the ad
FOR BALE Seven two year old proving more extensive than was at fourth of the northeast
31, T. 8 N., R. 23 B.. and the joining sections; while tbe volume ot
section
Albu
M.
of
8.
Otero,
registered Hertford bulls; acclimated, flrat thought.
of the northwest this trade, and the value of the stocks
MISCELLANEOUS.
vaccinated and In One condition. Ash querque, Is principally interested in southwest
which they, carry, cannot be duplicat
h
of
section
32, aame T. and ed west of Kansas
City and south of
these deposit of the odoriferous stuff
ley Pond, Jr., Watrous. N. M. 169-t- f
f
of Denver. Three merchants' brokers
as above, and the west
u
WHT not have a naw nn.in.HiA
which Satan was formerly suppos- It
of
Hoc card aa wall as a stylish drenT
of section have selected the city as their disthe southwest
ed to have had the monopoly. It Is
Order a shaded old English card at
tributing center, the amount of their
32, same T. and R. as above.
am upuc.
sales exceeding, in the aggreaald that there are vast beds of It. It
yearly
Incor
Articles of
Incorporation:
gate, the combined tales of all other
Is commercially valuable and when
were filed In the office of such brokers In New Mexico. The
EW VEGETABLES. Home grown
the reduction plant resumes operation poration
Territorial
fresh from tbe garden, Leave or
Secretary J. W. Raynolds retail merchants, ot Las Vegas, are
In tbe near future there will be somemore numerous, and carry larger and
...
t- -. for
tbe
Mining ft Milling com
Empire
(Vmniil
dra- at CHatAra'
.
ww.w trtl 1.
VI SMIIbetter stocks ot goods than do the rething doing In that locaUtr.
$1,000,of
stock
with
a
pany,
capital
ey McNally.
tail merchants ot any other town in
o 000. divided Into shares of a par value thla
Territory or Arizona.
Over 200 citizens of Santa Fe, tour of $1 each. The
principal office of tha
Laa
Vegas has two dally and six
lots and sojourners In town spent company will be located at Hlllsboro,
weekly papers, three banks, threo
Tent
and
Sunmount
the
at
yesterday
N. M and the Incorporators
are building and loan associations, six hocity says the New Mexican. Many Frank F. MeConlhay, Vincent Kasoer tels, many boarding houses, nin
av
number of clubs,
of these people enjoyed the excellent and John
Gardner, all of Hlllsboro, churches,
dinner served at the administration N. M. The purposes of the corpora and alt of the leading civlo . and
a roller flour mill,
building, while others bad lunches. tion are given to carry on and do a social societies:
barrels per day
fifty
capacity,
coot
Tbe pleasing and
atmosphere, general mining and milling business five
establishments,
IMPROVED METHODS
the beautiful scenery and the aromatic by "extracting and reducing minerals cleaning 3,000,000 pounds of wool an
health
and
a
were
are adopted by us as soon as their
fully ap- of every kind from the Empire mine nually;
giving air
brewery and
value Is llrmly established.
preciated by those who visited there. and mining claim situated In the Las bottling establishment; a manufactory
of
mineral and carbonated waters
The number of those who spend Sun- - Animas mining district of New Mexl
In performance of our duties as
ATTENTION
three wagon and carriage factories; sad
of
also
all
co,
claims
that may die and harness factory; a foundry,
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS
mining
be acquired; to buy and acquire mills, electric light plant three planing
all modern aids . approved by science
smelters, etc., and lo erect, maintain, mills, and other enterprises ot less lm
or good taste aro In use, and we have EVER
and mortgage same; to ac portance.
operate
no hesitation In claiming that we can Hostetter's Stomach Bitters has been
A city hall, four public school build
mines, millsltes, water rights
quire
Masonic temple, oplugs, court-housIt and all
give the best eervico at tho most rea continuously before the public.
necessary transportation facili- era house, Territorial Normal school
sonable cost
has therefore enjoyed the confidence ties and to
convey same to others; to and Territorial Insane asylum and pubof the people for half a century, a acquire rul and
V
The W. M. LEWIS COMPANY,
personal property; lic buildings, constructed of red and
kiaA,
iiwiimmniraautnijiiaicii
UNDERTAKERS.
COOIS BUtCk recorj unequalled by any other stom- to acquire, construct and maintain white sandstone, unsurpassed In beau
Maki an." lTwMil
ty by similar edifices in any town, of
ach remedy. Then surely it is wor- wagon roads,
pipe lines, reservoirs, equal aize, In the states.
Wianliuindaai
rwHWMtw.
. - Mr-fwwn maun
of
a
fair
trial
sufferby everyone
etc. The corporation Is lo live Any
IIAUVI.STKKS thy
The latitude la about the aame as
ing from Losa of Appetite, Nausea, years.
cuts
throws
and
It
that of central Tennessee, while the ali Baualaf, CKICAOO
aaMalSKIa
in
it rile. One timn Heartburn, Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
Contest Cass: The
and re- titude Is nearly 6.500 feet Thla com
and one borne rut Constipation or Liver and Kidney ceiver of the U. S. register
land office will bination gives a peculiar, but moat
eimiil
bind
toitcorn
happy, result In the winter, during
The contest caae of Geo. W. Greon Icr.
One
Cerculurs free, troubles. It positively cures.
today tnke up the contest rase of the day, the thermometer seldom falls,
lrlc' Mfg.12.Co, Liuoolu,
vs. Solomon Bpita, being 80 acres of New Process
KanmiH bottle will convince you of Its merit
Leonard Skinner vs. Francisco Monte. In the shade, below forty degrees,
coal land described as the southeast
The land Involved la 160 acres of coal while It often runs in the sunshine, to
A woman'a best enjoyment of both
HOSTETTER'S
and the northeast
five degrees or even more. On
one-land, being the aw.
of Bec. sixty
the other hand, in the summer, the
fourth of tbe soot beast one fourth of a wedding and a theater Is when she
T. 10 N.. n. S E.. In Sandoval . heat Is never
14.(
STOMACH BITTERS.
oppressive, In the shade,
can have a good cry at them.
Sec. 6, T. 16 N., R. 12 E.
county.
f and no night la too warn for comflve-roo-

1

Sue-ceee- or

well-fille- d

sheep-shearin-

-

f

s

Subpoena
Summons

Writ of Attachment, Original
Writ of Attachment, Duplicate
Affidavit in Attachment, Orlgln.il
Affidavit In Attachment, Duplicate,
Garnishee Summons. Original
Garnishee Summons,
Bond in Attachment
Execution

Duplicate

Order to Garnishee to Pay
Garnishee Receipt
Affidavit in Replevin
Bond in Replevin

Writ

m--

'

i.

o

----

;

Rort.

h

live-roo-

rrn

500-to-

60-fo-

one-fourt- h

h

one-fourt-

one-hal-

one-fourt- h

--

Guardian's Bond and Oath
Administrator's Bond and Oath
Letters of Guardianship
Letters of Administration
Warrant to Appraisers
Summons, Probate Court
Justice's Docket,
inch 100 p.
Justice's Docket, 8
inch 200 p.
Record for Notary Public
A True Bill

of Replevin

Appearance Bond
Peace Bond
Criminal Warrant
Criminal Complaint
Mittimus

Springer Law (Pro. to Minors)

Appeal Bond
Notice of Attachment
Criminal Comp't for Search Wax
Notice for Publication
Venire
Notice of Garnlshm't on Exec
Forthcoming Bond
Indemnifying Bond

Bond for Deed
Application for Licenses
Report of Survey
Agreement Special Lease
Affidavit and Bond in Attachment,

Original
Affiadivit and Wrrit In Attachment
Duplicate.

Citation
Constable's Sale
Notice of Sale
Criminal Warrants

t

General Blanks.

96-t- f

66-t-

,

Appearance Bond, Dls't Court
Garnishee, Sheriffs Office
Bond, General
Road Petition
Bond of deputy

Warranty Deed
Warranty Deed, Special
Warranty Deed, Corporation

Notes, per 100
Wild Animal Bounty Claim
Sheep Contracts
Certificate of Brand
Freight Conductor's Book Covers
Cattle Account Book

Deed
Mortgage Deed
Deed In Relinquishment
Mining Deed

Quit-clai-

Road Supervisor's Book
Sheriff's Day Book
Receipt Books
Satisfaction of Mortgage

Assignment of Mortgage
Satisfaction of Mortgage

Chattel Mortgage
Chattel Mortgage,

with Note
Power of Attorney
Bill of Sale
Bill of Sale, bound stock
Lease, long and short form
Lease, M'ch'dlse and Per. Pr'ty

Chattel Mortgages with note form
Location

Certificate

Lode Claims

Furnished Room Cards
For Sale Cards
Township Plats, large
Lltho. Mining Stock Certificate
Trust Deed
Acts, Protection to Minors
Title Bond to Mining Property
Teachers' Monthly Report
Contract of Forfeiture
Oath, School Directors
Bond ot Butcher
Chattel Mortgages Renewal
Bills of Sale Books
Protest
Notice of Protest
Escritura Garantizada
Escritura Sarantiyada
Warranty Deed, Spanish
Declaration of Assumpsit
Carta de Venta
Transfer of Location
Assay Office Certificates
Sheriff's Sale
Acknowledgement for Power of At
torney
Sheep Contracts Partldo
Marriage Certificate
Sheep Contracts Sale
Bill of Sale (under law Feb., '95)
Commitments
to Justice Peace
Proof of Labor
Court
Acknowledgment
Timber Culture Affidavits
Acknowledgment,
Corporation
Witnesses to Pay Roll
Authority to Gather Live Stock
Orders to Pay Witness Fees
Option, Real Estate
Quit Claim Mining Locations
Official Bond
Title Bond Mining Property
Affld't Renewal Chattel Mortgage
Notice of Mining. Locations
Affidavit
Proof Unsecured Debt
Mineral Location Notice
No. 1 Homestead Final Proof
Township Plat
Homestead Applications
Appointment of Teacher
Homestead Affidavits
Teachers' Certificate
Road Petitions
Appointment of Deputy
Declaratory Statements
Non-Miner-

V

-

PA LA GH

Write for Complete Price List
ADDRESS

"THE OPTIC OFFICE,"
Las Vegas, New Mexico.

g

d

SINGE 1853

an opponruntrv
fiuny.hr
M

COR

one-fourt- h

one-fourt-

fortable sleep, under one or two
blankets. The sun will shine nine
days out ot every ten, the year round.
This, with the extreme dryness of the
air, caused by the very slight precipitation ot moisture; the resinous aroma, rolling down from the pine-clamountains; the large amuuut of electricity in the air, and the consequent
ozone resulting from the altitude; and
the location of the town, land locked
by mountain and mesa theso all conspire to produce an atmosphoro which
Is a balm to all diseases ot the respiratory organs. The percentage of
death from consumption is lower in
New Mexico than tt Is anywhere else
In the United States; and no other
place In New Mexico excels Las Vegas
In the salubrity of its climate.
Asthmatics experience Immediate and per
manent relief, in this altitude.
In the way of feealth and pleasure
resorts, Lai Vegas Is unrivaled. In a
radius of twenty miles, In romantic
mountain glens And beside babbling
mouutaln brooks, are the Las Vegas
hot springs, Harvey's, EI Porvenlr,
d

Blake s,

Sparks'

Sapallo,

Roclada,

and other places, too numerous to
mention, whero health
ered, and life becomes a pleasure to
me ennuye, the Invalid, the overworked business man.
This Territory is rich In everything
Iron, copper, coal, lead, silver, gold,
that constitutes the wealth of nations,
mica, limestone, sandstone, marbles,
gypsum,salt,soda In endless variety and
exhaustless quantities, are among the
several products of the country which
Las Veaas Command.
Hhnan rattla
and lumber abound, so that In each
oi tnese prime articles of commerce
this city Is the best market In New
Mexico. She handles more wool than
all the Other towns In tha
combined, while her commerce In hides
Is truly enormous. In the same
way,
she stands
for her trade
in grains, nay, vegetables, and other
farm products; while her trade in Ice,
gathered In the nelahborin- - mountain
canyons, extendi east Into Kansas
west into Arizona, and south Into Old
Tai-rftn-

nt

Mexico.

7

Vsi- following New Torn Mock quotation!
were received by Levy Bro (memberi ObV-ttand I vtock-eCago Board of Trade), rooms
, Las Vegas Pbone
Block, (Colo. Phone
UV.) over tueir own unvaws wires innu

lhe

t

corres
York, Chicane, and Ooloraio Springs;
Lcmn A Brjsn N.Y.
pondent of tlie firms ofNew
York Stock
i
member
and Chicago
nhii-iui- n
twa
Rnard of Trade, and Wm.
A. Otis A Co.. Bankers and Broken. Colorado

sprln
Deac

Close
i5

rlptlon

Amalgamated Copper...
American sugar
AiUason Com
"
pfd

113

ew
fM

82
40

B. A U
B. K. T

Chicago A Alton Com..
O. P. 1
Oolo. 8ou

"

0.

...

" first pfd

"

'

G. W

2nd pfd

...
..
...

0. & O
Brie
t pfd
LAN...
Ho. Fac
Norfolk

rac. nan

...

12K

67
140
44M
2114

ii u
i

B

"OH
21
37

pfd....

Wabash com ...
Wabash pfd....,
W

63

6ik

Tex. Pac. ......
V. P
U. P. pfd

"

IrtH
32X

Com

T.O. I
B

si'i

... 60
..106
... MM

Beading
B. 1 Com
Republic Steel and'irira..
pfd
St. P
B. P
BouthernRy....
'
"pfd .

0.

13

zo "

TJ

Hex. Cent.

Manhattan

Wis. Cent........
"
Pfd..

Territory Wool.
ST. LOUIS, July 21. Wool better;
territory and western mediums, 16
16; fine
fine medium, 14

18;
1316.

Live Stock.

July 21. Cattle
market steady, strong; native steers,
Indian
and
$4,101
$5.20; Texans
steers, $3.75$4.40; Texas cows,
$2.35$3.00; native cows and heifers,
$1.50$4.30; stackers and feeders,
bulls,
$2.10$3.75;
$2.75$4.20;
calves, $2.OO$5.00; western steers,
$3.00$4.90; western cows, $2.15
KANSAS

CITY,

$3.20.

Sheep market, weak; muttons, $3.
$4.95; lambs,
$3.20$6.00; range
wethers, $3.005.00; ewes, $3.10
$4.90.

CHICAGO, July 21. Cattle market,
steady; good to prime steers, $5.20
$5.65; poor to medium, $4.25$5.25;
etockers and feeders, $2.50 $4.60;
heifers, $2.22
cows, $1.60$4.10;
$5.00; canners,
$1.60$2.90; bulls,
calves,
$4.00$6.00;
$2.50$4.35;
Texas fed steers, $3.50 $4.65.
Sheep steady; good to choice wethers, $3.60$4.00; fair to choice mixed,
$3.00$3.60; western sheep, $3.25
lambs,
$4.00$6.40;
$4.00; native
western lambs, $5.50$6.00.
American Stocks Abroad.
The conference between Representative Cannon and Secretary Shaw
and the lsit of the former to the pres
ident is believed to contain a good
omen for the currency question.
Wheat crop advices are favorable.
Considerable old grain la still In

the country. .
The Erie directors are expected to
place first preferred on 4 per cent ba
sis today.
Tho rumored purpose to place a
large blanket mortgage on all Rock Is
land properties is not well received.
a
London prices are about , half
point higher.
Twelve industrials declined 1.34 per
cent.
o

Grain and Provlelona.
Close July 21, 1903.
Sept.
Wheat July 75

,'

Dec. 76
Corn July, 49
Dec. 49

Oats July

37

76

4

49

7--

Sept. 32

Dec. 33

Pork Sept.
Lard July,
Ribs Sept.

$14.50; July, $14 25.
$7.67; Sept.
$8.25; July, $8.37.

o
Proposed Railroad:

$7..

The proposed

railroad through the Mogollen section
seems hard to down and last week it
loomed up again In the form of an
from Solomonville to Durango,
Colo. Articles of incorporation of the
krittmi. New Mexico and Colorado
Railroad company of Graham county,
Arlozna, were filed with Recorder Mitt
regimma at Solomonville, at the
ouest of Wiley E. Jonee. It Is pro- nnneA to construct a railroad from
some convenient point on the South
era Pacific in Cochise county to Da
rango, Colo. The caplt U stock of tho
company Is $3,000,000, tho proposed
cost of the railroad. The entire
cf the line Is place J at 350 ml en.
air-lin- e

'

What a bachelor can't learn from
some woman who Is trying to make a
better man of him ho doesn't need to
know in his builness.
indeed.
Say! Isn't mis raking up of poscandidates
sible vice presidential
tiresome.
and
tbsurd
to
be
getting

Cincinnati Enu!rer,

;

Foot-Eas-

No Pity Shown.

"For years fate was after me con
tinuously" writes F. A. Gulledge, Ver
bena, Ala. "I had a terrible case of
Piles causing 24 tumors. When all
failed Bucklen's Arnica Salve cured
me. Equally good for Burns and all
aches and pains. Only 25c at all
Druggists.

Night Wm Her Terror.
"I would cough nearly all night
long," writes Mrs. Chas. Applegate,
of Alexandria, Ind., "and CJuld hardly
got any sleep. I had consumption so
Homestead Entry No. SUM
bad that if I walked a block I would
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Land office at Santa, Fe, N. H., June 10. cough frightfully and spit blood, but,
1903.
when all other medicines failed, three
Notice Is hereby given that the fol $1 bottles of Dr. King's New Discovery
lowing-namesettler has filed notice wholly cured me and I gained 58
of his Intention to make final proof In pounds."
It's absolutely guaranteed
support of his claim, '.and that said to cure Coughs, Colds, La Grippe,
proof will be made before U. S. Court Bronchitis and all Throat and Lung
Commissioner at Las Vegas, N. M., on Trouble3. Price 50c and $t. Trial
bottles free at all Druggists.
July 25th, 1903, viz:

PAtWrrrHafcrrtRN

bys--

::

VI DAL DURAN
Sec. 9. T. 16N, R. 14E.
for the NW
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upSuccessor to A. O. SCHMIDT
on and cultivation of said land, viz:
Manufacturer of
Julian Coca, of Mineral Hill, N. M.;
Tomas Benavldez, of Mineral Hill, N.
M.; Juan de Dice Lucero, of Mineral
and Dealer in all kinds of
Hill, N. M.; Benito Crespin, of Mineral
tVaW
WaffM MarfaraS, amf
Hill, N. M.
ml Blmolnmtthlmi
MANUEL R. OTERO,
awa? Hrmmhmu$mm a tmwmlml- 186 80t
Register.
(jr. aWfaastfisw
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
4f FOUHTMK MKMJts?
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,

unmr lorhjzen

Wagons, Carriage,
Nvy

June
Notice is hereby

16, 1903.

that

given

A FILTER

the

settler has filed notice
of his Intention to make final proof
In support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the United
States Commissioner at Las Vega.
N. M.. on July 27, 1903, viz:
FERMIN SALAZAR,
of Trementina, N. M., for the NW
SE
SW
and S 12 of SE
SE
Sec. 25. T. 15N.. R. 23 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation of said land, viz:
Jose Abran Salazar of Trementina,
N. M.; Milecio Sanchez of Las Vegas,
N .M.; Fellberto Sanchez of Tremen
tina, N. M.; Sesarlo Sanchez of Tre
mentina, N. M.
. . j ,
MANUEL R.. OTERO,
.6?.? f"3.lf. Register.
following-name- d

that

Filters
The Sutton Tripoli stone filter
removes all impurities from water
and delivers a plentiful supply. Is
perfectly simple, Instantly clean-ablSee it working at The Optlo
office.
For sale by 8. P. Flint
Prices $2 to $6. Central hotel.

t,

1--

190-30t- '-

Spring Suits

Best Hack Service In the city.

Meet

to select from. . ,

i.4 At i,4 A

m

4.

No. I

No.

RUSSell,

Pas, srrlvs

T

l!:tt

p.m. Dtp

"

0

m

carry f ullmtm cars only.
Call on nearest aeent for full Infor
train east bound; also carries Pullman sleeper for Denver, Kansas
City mation or address the undersigned.
and Chicago; also tourists cars. This train
N. B. For handsomely illustrated
arrives La Junta 10: SO p. m. Connection for booklet descriptive of
Pneblo, Colorado Springs and Denver
CLOUDCROFT.
I No. 5
leave La Junta i: a. m, arrive the Premier Summer Resort of the
l'ueblo 5:15 a. m. Colorado Springs 1:40 a. m Southwest, send four cents postage to
Denver K:30 a. m.
A. H. BROWN,
No. 1 s a local train
d
Ereneral Passenger Agent,
and Is a
a Southern California train, carries Pullman PT
, E. P.-System, z-sleeper and Tourist sleeper and Cualr Car I mr.
v,
No. 8 and

4

t Is the local

No.

.

west-boun-

for Los Angeles.
No, 7 Is Northern California train
carrying
Pul1 man and Tourist
sleepers and Chair
Oar for San Francisco i also carries sleeper
(Or El Paso. Arrlvs Albuquerque 10:04
p.
m. Connection for El Paso, Doming and Silver City. Leaves Albuquerque 11:00 p, m.
Arrives El Paso 7:&5 a. m. Demlng 7:K a. m.
Silver City 10:15 a.m.
No. 8 is through train (or
Cblcagncarrylog
Pullman and Tourist sleeper and Chair car.
Arrive La Janla 11:85 a. m. Connection (or
Pueblo, Colorado Spring
and Denver.
No. 0031 leaves La Junta 1S;S0 p. m. Arrive
Pueblo 1:10 p, m.! Colorado Springs 3;40 p. m.
Denver 0 p. m.
Santa le branch train connect with No.
I, ft 7 and 8.
Roundtrlp tickets to point not over 195 tna.
10 per cent reduction
Comnmtstton ticket between La VfM and
Hot Springs 10 rid. gl.00.Uood ft) dan

lira

,,::r,,mPao,Te.

LOS

m
r

vis

A HEW FAST TDAII

aBaaaaa

sad Kaasaa Ctty sad

s..stnsHll

DALLAS,

190J.

'

Fcnr 7C3tu

And principal potnta la Tex a sad the Sooth-wes- t.
Thl tram is aaw taroagaoat aad it
9:00 a in. .Lv.... Santa r"e..Ar.. .
of the fa
6:30 pm mad
eaulpcMst, provided
with electrio BrtU and ail other modern
li:flOam..lV.,.KapHiialu,.Ar..M..,.
3:00pm
1:05 p m..Lv. . .. Kuibudo.. Ar..53.... 1:06 m traveling" ooaTSi
It ma via car mow
p
j:40pm.. Lv.TresPUMlras.Ar. M.. ..10:05 m eompletad
7:36
am
g:Mpm..Lv...Antnnlto. .Ar.l25,.
Ar. 183 .. 6:10a m
8:Mpm,.Lv...Alamnea...
1:37 am
S:0J a m..Lv.. Pueblo. ..Ar SH7..
to aaodara eat
7:15 a m..Ar... Denver.... Lv.404,,,, 9:50 p m
very anpllaaoa kaowa.
and railroading- - kaa beea awnloyad
building
to Ui auka-a- p
of this
g

Ajt ,11.4 A 1.4 A ll
pURE
I

WIST BOnHD

Miles No.4

is

ias.

'.

CclS Ciccrvcn Ccro.

Trale run dally except Sunday.

Connection
with the main line and under the
aismgaaiaat of Frad.
branches as follows:
i
Full lafonaaUoa as to rata aad aU Pvrey,
At Antonllo (or Durango, Sllverton and all a trip via tola aaw rout wUl be kwumi
aVk
tr
aaaUewawa.
NfttWInrnMhed,
In
the San Juan country.
point
At Alamosa (with standard gauge) tor La soataavaottta.,
Veta, Pueblo, Colorado Spring and Denver
also with narrow gauge for Monte Vlst,(Dl
Norte Creede snd all point Inthe San Luis
valley.
AtBallda with main line (standard gauge)
(or all point east and west including Lead-vlll- e
and narrow gauge points between Sal-Id- a
and Grand Junction.
At Florence and Canon City (or the gold
camp of cripple Creek and Victor.
At Pueblo, Colorado Spring and Denver
with all Missouri river line for all point

m

....

CC3

Mountain Ice
LAS VEGAS

1:15 p.m.
4:J3 p. m.

Pass, arrlvs 4:30 p. ra.

.....

Elegant Pullman Standard and Tour
ist Sleepers, Free Reclining Chair
Cars and Day coaches on all trains.
Dining Car Servlca Unexeclltd.

,

TAILOR.

,4 A 1 1,4

1:10 p.
.8.08

nn aetnm.

Tim Table No. 71.
lEffeotlve Wednesday April 1.

m

THAT MADE

arrtrt IM p. m. up
fun. srrtr 1:85 a. m.

-

all

THE

t fan.

,Vfr?c,,D
N"-

trains. Calls are promptly attended to.
Office at M. L. Cooley's livery stable,

V

fcUTBOUKD.
Vo.
Ho. 8

Santa Fe Branch

In the Piece

...IIAOk LINE...

Santa Fe Time Table.

In connection with the
ROCK ISLAND 8Y8TEM.
Is the short line between EL PASO,
the GREAT SOUTHWEST and KAN
SAS CITY. CHICAGO.. ST.. LOUIS,
MEMPHIS and principal points EAST.
NORTH and SOUTHEAST.

D.& R. G. System c:ilai:c:3A
city.
.YIX..1TA

See Those Nobby

f

m

9

1

a aBaBaawasa
Between at, Lool

Before PlaclngJYour Order

DAN RHODES'

FAM0US

east.

for further

RETAIL
2.000 lbs or more
1.000 to 2.000 lbs
200 to 1.000 lbs
50 to 200 lbs.

lshness, Headache, Stomach Troubles,
Teething Disorders, move and regulate the bowels, and Destroy Worms,
Mrs. Emily Maronn, Meriden,
Ct.,
says: "It is the best medicine in
the world for children when feverish
and constipated." Sold by all druggists or by mall, 25c. Sample sent
Free. Address Allen S. Olmsted, Le
Roy, N. Y.

Less

than 50 lbs

signed.
Through

PMCEd

each delivery, 10c per
"
"
15c per
"
" 20c per
"
" 25c per
" 30c per
"

AGUA PURA

m

100 lbs
100 lbs
100 lbs
100

from

passenger

Santa

Fe In

v

t

standard gauge sloepers from Alamos can
have berths reserved on application,
B. W. Bobbins, General Agent,
HuntaFe.NM.
8. K. hoopsr. O. P. A.,
Denyer, Cola

f

100 lbs

CO.,

J THE MONTEZUMA

The Best
There is in

Printing
is

con-ntl-
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Winters Drug Co.
and
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Our Pride's in
Our Printing.

BATHS
Springs,

Las Vegas

Information address the under.
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Kansas has many sins to answer
Although he has been twice Indicted for postal frauls, Mr. Beavers has for, but it can take a large amount of
CFFIOSi
Douslam Avmmum,
not been arrested and apparently he pardonable pride in the fact that it
Is not responsible for "Mother Jones,
doesn't care a beaver's dam.
who Is leading an army of tramps to 5
Very Remarkable Curs for Dlarrohea. Oyster Bay.
"About six years ago for the first
Valuable Tims Saved.
time In my life I bad a sudden and
Slight Injuries often disable a man
says Mrs.
sjvwa tuack c- - CRn'M-m- .
Texas.
A'f Miller of Mc-r- ar
"I and cause several days' loss of time
and when blood poison develops,
; !'
relief
.ame
back
En temporary
and again, and i e six long sometimes results In the loss of
reirs I have rrve1 moi misery and hand or limb. Chamberlain's Pain
Balm Is an antiseptic liniment. When
AND
jaony than I c u te l. It vas worse
than death. My husband spent hun- applied to cuts, bruises and burns it
Hot
New Mexico
dreds of dollars for physicians' pres- causes them to heal quickly and without
and
maturation,
prevents any dan
A HEALTH RESORT
criptions and treatment without avail.
Ami try lb fflMral Water Baths. Beth. f all klnas
Finally we moved to Bosque county, ger of blood poison. For sale by all
givm. Tb Pest
Bath anrlvalled ler Rbswatatlsai.
our present home, and one day I hap- druggists.
Thl famous resort affords sumptuous aromimodatlfm
pened 'to see an advertisement of
at reasonable
The
Homestead Entry No. 4963.
MnnUttuma ran comfortably pmvlrlu for several hundred ku'h(m. Lim price.
Vmrii Hot
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and DiHock jf Mountain retorts, and ha In
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Hprlnirs Is ene of the
really
sallfactory
a modern lionplliil. and competent phynlclans and nursea, the Montaxuma
arrhoea Remedy with a testimonial of
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
ranch and hothouses, alsopurks and
that are nnrlvnlled In beaua man who had been cureJ by it. The
ty. It has every essentialthe rltrht altitude, a perfect climate., attractive surround.
June 23rd, 1903.
medicinal
and
wulers
recreation.
fir
The Ideal place for a
int.
nmpleopporfmdty
case was so similar to my own that
vacation outlnr. Further Information gladly furnished.
Notice Is hereby given that tho fol
I concluded to try the remedy. The re- (owing-nameW. H HINTON, A. B., M. D., Madlcal Director.
settlor has filed notice nf W. E. TALBOT, Managsr.
sult was wonderful. I could hardly his Intention to make final
In
proof
realize that I was well again, or besupport of his claim, and that said
lieve it could be so after having sufproof will be made before the probate
fered so long, but that one bottle of clerk of San Miguel
county at Las
a
few
but
cents,
medicine, costing
"PLAZA
Vegas, N. M., on AugUBt 5th, 1903, viz
cured me." For sale by all druggists.
OREGORIO GARCIA
PHARMACY" X
Sec. 15, T. 13 N., It
A good breakfast turneth
away for the SE
22
E.
wrath.
"
Dealera In H
He names the following witnesses
For a lazy liver try Chamberlain's to prove his continuous residence
CHEMICALS.
DRUGS, HEDICINES
Stomach and llvor Tablets. They in- upon, and cultivation of, said lan J,
,
vigorate the liver, aid the digestion, viz:
'
Patent medicines, sponges,
Juan Quintana of Lai Vegas, N. M.
syringes, soaps, combs and brush- regulate the bowels and prevent bul!
es, perfumery, fancy and toilet articles and all goods usually
lous attacks. For sale by all drug- Preclllano Madrid of Las Vegas, N. M.
kept by druggists. Physicians' prescriptions carefully com- gists.
Benlgno Martinez of Las Vegas, N.
!
pounded and all orders correctly answered. Goods selected
'
M.; Juan Garcia of Las Vegas, N. M
with great care and warranted as represented.
fear
Seneca: If you woujd
nothing
MANUEL R. OTERO,
j
Vegas, New Mexico,
think that all things are to be feared.
Register.

el

Evidently the Bnai BTitn petition

will find its way into the dead letter
office.'

020

3--

Sept.

NOTICE.
Sena to Burton believe, If the New
Notice is hereby given, that the
York Sun is to be depended upon,
lately existing' between
that there 1b plenty of room at the partnership
us, the undersigned J. Q. Wagner and
"top."
C. F. Myers, carrying on a general
hardware business at Las Vegas, N.
A Box of Old Coins Unearthed.
A box of old coins supposed to have M., under the firm name of Wagner
been burled by the Tories during the & Myers, has this day been dissolved
revolutionary period was recently un- by mutual consent. All persons inearthed by laborers working on one debted to said firm will pay said C.
of the eastern railroads, but is the P. Myers who has paid and discharged
coins were about two centuries old all debts and liabilities of said firm.
Dated July 15, A. D. 1903.
they would: probably have no more
J, G. WAGNER,
vale today than many of the remedies
C. F. MYERS.
compounded for stomach, liver and
bowel disorders. It is therefore neces
sary, if you want to recover your
Cholera Infantum.
health, to be careful in the selection of
a. medicine that will restore the appe
This has long been regarded as one
tite, purify the blood and cure head of the most dangerous and fatal disache, indigestion, dyspepsia, constipa eases to which Infants are
subject. It
tion or liver and kidney troubles. You
will make no mistake if you will try can be cured, however, when properly
Hostetter's Stomach Bitters because treated. All that is necessary is to
it will positively cure these diseases. give Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Hundreds of people have voluntarily Diarrhoea
Remedy and castor oil, as
testified to this fact during the past
directed with each bottle. For sale
fifty years.
by all druggists.
Next year the Kansas farmers
If those German financiers who
should approach the harvest hand
An organiz want to establish a fixed ratio bequestion systematically.
ed employment bureau, with branches tween silver and gold will watt until
in the large citle3 would be found to Mr. Bryan reaches Europe he may
consent to whisper to them the inbe "handy."
spiring numbers which are the real,
heaven-giveratio.
Brutally Tortured.
A case came to light that for per
USE ALLEN'S FOOT EASE'
sistent and unmerciful torture has
A powder to be shaken into the
never been equaled. Joe
perhaps
Golobick of Colusa, Calif., writes shoes. Your feet feel swollen, nervFor 15 years I endured insufferable ous and damp, and get tired easily.
pain from Rheumatism and nothing If you have aching feet, try Allen's
It rests the feet and
relieved me though I tried everything
came across Electric Bitters makes new or tight shoes easy. Cures
known,
and it's the greatest medicine on aching, swollen, sweating feet, blistearth for that trouble. A few bottles ers and callous spots. Relieves chilof it completely relieved and cured blains, corns and bunions of all pain
me." Just as good for Liver and Kid- and gives rest and comfort.' Try It toney troubles and general debility. day. Sold by all druggists and shoe
Only 60c. Satisfaction guaranteed by dealers, 25c. Don't accept any sub
stitute. Trial package Free. Address
all Druggists.
Allen S. Olmsted, LeRoy, N. Y.
It was too much, of course, to hope
that General Miles' trip across the Since John D. Rockefeller headed
for Eldorado Springs, Mo., the mail
country in Okalboma last week might
has
increased so enormously that an
be accomplished without any pleasan
extra
clerk is needed at the postof- rider.
a
his
tries about
being
rough
flcd.
President Harper of Chicago
No man or woman in the state will must be taking his pen in hand again
hesitate to speak well of Chamberlain's
Mother Gray's 8weet Powders
Stomach and Liver Tablets after once
for children.
Mother Gray, for years
them.
produce
.They
always
trying
a pleasant movement of the bowels, a nurse in the Children's Home in
success
improve the appetite and strengthen New York, treated children
the digestion. For sale by all drug fully with a remedy, now prepared and
placed in the drug stores, called
gists.
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
It la estimated that the Kalamazoo Children. They are harmless as milk,
man who died from the effects of pleasant to take and never fall. A
smoking 100,000 ten cent cigars in certain cure for feverl snnesB, consti
the last twenty years also burned pation, headache, teething and stom
ach disorders, and remove worms. At
675,000 matches.
all druggiEts, 25c. Don't accept any
substitute.
Sample sent Free. Ad
Driven to Desperation.
Living at an out of the way place, dressAllen S. Olmsted, LeRoy, N. Y.
remote from civilization, a family is
Judge Alton B. Parker, chief Justice
often driven to desperation in case of
New York and presidential possi
accident, resulting in Burns, Cuts, of
must be aware of the shallow
bility,
a
Wounds, Ulcers, etc.. Lay In supply
of Bucklen's Arnica Salve. It's the ness of fame. His name got Into the
dispatches "Alton B. Baker" last
best on earth. 25c at all druggists.
week, and few. If any, noticed It.
The first vehicle to cross the new
Armourdale bridge was a beer wagon, Many School Children are Sickly,
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
heavily laden, indicating that the peo
Children, used by Mother Gray, a
an
drown
effort
to
their
make
ple may
nurse in Children's Home, New York,
grief.
break up Colds in 24 hours, cure fever- -

Monuments
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Teat City, Coronado

In marble and brown stone.
All work guaranteed.
Tarda, corner Tenth street and
Douglaa avenue.
MILES SWEENEY, Prep.

Beach, California.

Go West to the Ocean

California's summer Climate is finest in the world.

Cool Trip on tho Sexnla Fo.
ocean breezes
Sierras.
You can buy a combination round trip ticket to Coronado this summerIncluding railroad and Pullman fare, meals en route, one day at

Surf-bathin- g;

snow-capp-

ed

Grand Canyon, and two weeks' beard and lodging at Coronado
Tent City at a very low price.
Tent City Is a popular Southern California summer seaside resort.
Writ tor full particulars about thl delightful vaeatloa trip.

Atchison, Topolut

AS.nur.Ry.

ailta U O

W.J LUCAS.

lvlkn.

ELOQUENT TRIBUTE.

L1EAD0W CITY HAPPENINGS
Bebeaml of A Texas Steer tonight

HILARIO ROMEROiGONE.

Normal hand prmctiM Uds evening
Troop A held

1U

REGRETTED

regular drill last

might.

Beheartal of The Texas Steer to
night,
Recular meeting of the

A.

0. U, W.

tonight

Mr. Luawlg W. Ilfeld entertained
mn nartv of relatives at dinner
yesterdsy evening.
The Normal band

!.

niehL

t

concert

DAILY OPTIC JULY 21, 1903

LA

8

boys practiced
They decided to give a
the Springs Thursday even.

Ing.

Don't forget the date ot the grand
ball of the Fraternal union lodge next
Friday night, Sith Inst at the Mon
lemma Casino, Hot Springs.
The members of the law firm of
ere moving
Ilfeld
Into handaone new offices In the block
lost cossplated by J. H. Montoya.

Splen, Stria

gMMMSSMsMkfrtMSMMSMM

The faneral of Don Hilarlo Romero
will take place tomorrow, Wednesday,
at 9 o'clock a. m., from his late residence. All friends are Invited to
tend.
extension of
Construction of the
the Choctaw railroad system from
Jamarlilo, Texas, to Tucumcarl, N. M
It reported as suspended for an indefinite period.

The bill boards of the city are
domed with attractive looking placards which set forth the attractions
ot Hoyt's famous play to be put on
the boards next week.

END

OF

USEFUL

V? rw'V'"'

Bishop J. B. Pltaval, of the diocese
of New Mexico, when informed of the
death of the pope was greatly affect
ed. The blsfeop prepared the following
statement which will be read with
great interest by Catholic and non- Catholic alike;
"With the death of the great pon
tiff, Leo XIII, the Catholic church los
es one of her greatest rulers and the
world its most distinguished man.
"Like that of his predecessor of
the Fifth century, St. Leo I, who has
been called "The Great,' because he
victoriously repressed heresy and
made barbarism, recede in the person
of Attila, the glorious name of Leo
XIII will be Inscribed In the golden
book In which history keeps
the
names of the men who have deserved
best of the church and civilization.
"Recalling an old saying current in
Rome to the effect that there are
three kinds of popes, the scholar, the
statesman and the man of prayer, we
can well observe that all three were
combined in Leo XIII. Until the end,
young in spite of his extreme old
age, cheerful under the weight of
the 'Cappa magna,' his brow seemed
nlmbused with the rarest and most
harmonic gifts of genius, kindness
and virtue.
"With reason therefore, Catholic,,
of
followers
Protestant, Agnostic,
each 'and every belief, look on with
bowed head to do reverence to one
who apart from every consideration
of politics, religious faith and nationality, will be forever an object of universal respect and a eymbol of human
superiority.
"I had the pleasure of seeing him
In 1899.
I remember . still and will
never forget the grand figure he preAs an American prelate
sented.
Justly said: 'Pope Leo XIII exhibited
the enthusiasm of youth and the wisdom of age, the beauty of spiritual
truth, the spirit of the apostle, the

sanctity of the saint
now
"May God grant
prayer:

Mr. 8. K. 8ydes was
talking over
old timet today with his friend John
F. Howry of Minneapolis, whom he
ad not aeen for over twenty years,
The two gentlemen were formerly associated in business with the firm of
3. W. Howry at Saginaw, Mich. Mr.
Howry, who went east on No. I to- ay, ia returning from an extended
trip on the Pacific coast.

Browne ft Manganares company today purchased a large consignment of
wool from Jose Valencia of Anton Chi-co- .
The wool was hauled to the city
and this afternoon the contents of
several huge, heaped up wagons were
deposited In the warehouses of the
Arm.

Mrs. John Shank, this afternoon
placed to the credit of the Baptist
convention board of New Mexico the
sum of 34, raised by special collection for missionary work In the territory.

Walter Pratt ft Co., ot Colfax county have entereJ suit against M. R.
Mendelssohn to recover Judgment in
the sum of $197.88 on contract for
merchandise sold (o defendant
Both Noe. 1 and 7 passenger tralus
from the north are reported Indefinitely late tonight, owing to a freight
wreck which has blocked the road
bark in Kansas.

The members of Troop A received
The Browne ft Manzaneres comwith conslJerable disappointment the
this afternoon sold and shipped
pany
ews that the encampment at Fort D.
to easlora houses two carloads ot
A. Russell had been given up. Nevwool that bad been purchased at Ber
ertheless the members of the trojp
nalillo.
will go on Increasing their efficiency
and If a local encampment is held,
Several progressive and Intelligent
they will turn out In strong numbers.
young citizens who are of the mind to
Also, they will keep up their efforts on
are regretting
improve themselves
thaf frisky animal,
Texas that no
"The
night school exists In Las
Steer."
Several cltirens have asked what
time the pope died reckoning by local
time. The dlffctMnoe In sun time between Rome and the Rocky mountain
Slue howm. According to
regloii
the latest dispatches, the pope died at
4.06 TloHiet1me.
lust six minutes
afterifssO'
whittles In Las Vegas blewjsterday' morning, the venerable "powir rWhla last feeble
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FOK $1.00

0

We will give .from now until
the First Day of AUGUST

,

4 Trading Stamps for 1

This filter is designed (o screw on a faucet over a sink. Anyone can
attach it in a few minutei. The large faucet takes the place of the original
one to draw unfiltered water; the small one is always ready with a good
supply of the Ineit filtered water to be had anywhere.
Ideal niters are the only ones which are absolutely

with every

Jj

SHIRT WAIST
boought at our reduced sale prices.
same will hold good with all

J

nf (iHinta would have home
every i day if it wasn't
lor tne mck 01 appucanu hh iuo

c

--

T ni
made

"crank-turnin-

Wash Goods,

m

job.

g"

Muslin Underwear,

in on without it now VOU
don't need to turn a crank in order to
get good home-maThe XXth CENTURY FREEZER
iruimm while it stands is
or
g
without
the pail
repacking.
Simply put in the ice and salt and
mixture and leave it alone.
When the cream is frozen as bard
is removed
as it is desired,
cleanly, all ready to serve in slices.
m,. nhAia urmt lies in the wav the
XxthCEIITUKXuii!.iii con
mmA

m.

de

f......

V
f

I
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Skirts,

crank-turnin-

and Hats
WE AGAIN OFFER

mads of Indura- Tt.
A UB UM. I. "
a
itMt.Vihreware.
. .,
,t
nt rint.t ana coia nei
the cold in and all the

i

1

:

Parasols

structed.

i

The

4. . .J ...25 Cents

2 pairs Black Cat Hose for. . . .i. . .
2 pairs Ladies' Black Cat Hose for

out.

Onlv thnta narts in all t
and the cvunder that held
the mixture, and cover.
Vm.n a
...v tn rl.in' and far
more satisfactory than any other freezer
on the market, no matter how much
it costs.
Four sizes makinz from three pints
to four quarts.
The prices 'are Uow enough to suit
almost any depth of pocket-boo- k
11.50, $1.75, 2, $3.

rr. .. .35 Cents

--

Don't

nail

At The Depot.

BACH ARACH BROS.
Opposite Omtaneda Hotel.

"
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FOR SALE BY

Why Sweat ?

ILFELD'S
THE PLAZA.

Forat Va When

JJ

Cool Clothes are Cheap Now
SEE

!

some

;

r

:

:

Leo's

last

'Grant, Lord, my anxious prayers
'That, with the citizens of Heaven,
God's face and light
'May ever thrill my sight "

22-2-

Two aults are recorded from Un
ton county: Bushneli Bros., against
Salome Gallegos et al In suit to recover Judgment In the sum of IS00 for
merchandise; and Bushneli Bro. vs.
Abran Montoya to recover ludcrment
la the sum of $157.59 for goods, wares
and merchandise sold to defendant.

Stone Core.
Germ Proof
Filter No. 3.
Price Complete, - - $6.00

Source of the Greatness of Leo XIII
Scholar, Statesman and Man of
First to Be Called From Family of
Prayer Combined In One.
Ten. Many Mourn the Departed.
Yesterday, at 7 o'clock in the even
ing, Don Hilarlo Romero breathed his
last, peacefully, after months of suffering from Incurable illness, being In
his sixtieth year. He was born Jan.
Hth, 1844 at Real do Dolores In Santa
Fe county, one of ten children of Mi'
guel Romero and Josenta D. Romero.
He was educated at the bishop's
college at San Miguel and afterwards
removed to Las Vegas where the
and
family established themselves
soon became one of the most promt
nent In this part of the territory. At
the early age of fifteen years the
young man was In the business of
freighting across the plains from
Westport on the Missouri to Santa
Fe. In 18C5 be entered mercantile
business but a few years later with
drew and engaged largely In cattle
and sheep raising.
Mr. Romero was much in public life
serving the people first as sheriff of
San Miguel county in 1882, being re
elected in 1884 and again In 1896
As an officer of the law he passed
through many exciting experiences,
Among
capturing noted criminals.
these were Nicolas Aragon, who first
killed both sheriff and deputy of Lin
coin county, and Navajo Joe, a des
perado ot the worst sort who was ap
mountains. But
prehended in the
probably the greatest service rendered
the community by the departed was
by the part he took In uprooting the
notorious Sllva gang and restoring order in the county after their

$4-0-

Self Scouring.

LIFE.

The Normal band is busily engaged
In practising the new music they have
After these stirring times Don Hi
Just received, and the public may expect to hear some good concerts at larlo was often solicited to return to
the Hot Springs In the near future.
office, but he preferred the care of
his flocks and herds and the peace of
"When you take a good, honest,
private life.
right from the country
Few leaders In New Mexico have at
and place him In congress you place tained the popularity of Hilarlo Rotrim In a darn hard place." Brander mero. He was beloved
by the people
In A Texas Steer the 29th of this and
his opponents. In
by
respected
snonth:'
bis family he was ever kindly and de
voted. He leaves a widow, a son,
The following merchants' licenses
C. de
have beta Issued from the office of the Jose, and two daughters, Mrs. F.
beBaca
Mrs.
and
Augustln
Delgado,
riau" Coc fc Bros., of
probate cleric!
side the four brothers, Eugenlo, Be- Enclnoaa, six months;' Cloofea Rivera,
S3 PueMo, twalre months; N. Tofoya nlgno, Margarlto, Trinidad and Aye
ft Son of Upper Town, twelve month. sisters, Anlceta R de Lopez, Manuel!
The Roswell fait which Is to be held ta R de Oonzales, Avellna R de Baca,
is being extensively Josenta R de Lopez and Julianita R
September
friends will
Advertised throughout the territory. de Baca. Unnumbered
The flourishing metropolis: ot jth long mourn his memory.
treat Pocos valley promises this year
Jose S. Duran, a Santa Rosa sheep
"the beet fair ever held In New Mex
:;
man reached the Meadow City this
ico."
morning with his 12,000 pound wool
Doroteo Durap. made final proof on clip which was disposed of at a good
Ma homestead of 100 Acres near Gal price to Stern & Nabm.
It speaks
Unu; and Isabellta Otero made i well for the Las Vegas market when
homestead entry of 160 acres at El ranchmen will haul their wool seven
Cuervo, both done yesterday before ty miles, right out of the beart ot the
Robt. L. M, Rosa, U. S. court co.umls Rock Island territory to dispose of it
loner.
to our merchants.
t

you have probably seen bunco
aterers, confldonce sterera, and many
other kinds of steorors. but did you
ever see A Texas Steer? If yon have
not you should go to the opera house
the 29th of this month and see a real
genuine one.

Walker's Ideal

PITAVAL
ISSUES
A
BISHOP
STATEMENT REGARDING THE
LATE PONTIFF.

A passenger from Trinidad says the
ball and rain Btorm there Saturday
was the most terrific ever known in
that section of the state. Fully six
Inches of hall fell and the cloudburst
flood
with Its accompanying
did
thousands of dollars of damage. The
Arroyo river rose three feet in less
than half an hour, and the water rushing down the river near Simpson's
100
bouses.
Rest damaged nearly
Many families were forced to fly to
The
the hills to escape drowning.
Santa Fe depot was under a foot of
water for two hours and the tracks
for a hundred yards on cither side
of tho depot were covered with two
feet of hail end dirt. A bridge was
waBhed out on the Denver
ft Rio
Grande road above the city and another on the Colorado ft Wyoming, The
Denver ft Rio Grande Incoming pasSanta Fe
sengers came over the
tracks to the city, but being unable
to reach the Santa Fo depot were
forced to again transfer and finally
ran Into the Colorado ft Southern dopot over the tracks of that road.

Iimiiiiiimi mum

Fletcher Heath, brother
of
the
much talked about
eral Perry C. Heath, and bis mother
passed through the city yesterday on
their way from Albuquerque to Mun-clInd. They had been visiting
Mrs. Heath's daughter, Mrs. Chamber
lln.

H. McCreary, auditor for the HarColonel M. Brunswick Is comforta vey system, was a passenger through
the city on bis way from Albuquerque
bly established in his office in the
to
Mackinaw Island, where he will
Montoya block.
spend a short vacation.
A Texas Steer Is nothing but a
Since John D. Rockefeller headed
laugh from beginning to end, and
those who are taking part in the play for Eldorado Springs, Mo., the mall
here will see to it that there is not a has Increased so enormously that an
dull moment from the time the cur extra clerk is needed at the postof-floe- ;
President Harper of Chicago
tain raises ant 11 it falls. Rememwr
must be taking bis pen in hand again.
the date the 29th of this month".

ii;
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Largest and
Most Attractive

A Great Reduction Sale on all

Our
and
and Summer Suit..
lot.No 3681,
lot No. 3641,
1 lot No. 3600,
1 lot No. 3658,
1 lot No. 3550. 2- - piece
1 lot No, 2156. 3- - piece
1
1

Sale of
High Character

Hot

No. 2117,

lot No. 2212,
1 lot No. 2151,
1 lot No: 3550'

1

Spring

Suits, were 110.00,.
Suits, were 18.50.,
Suits, were $850,

PSYtvii.

Suits, were 17.50,
Suits, were 17.50,
Linen Suits, were't&OO.V
Crash Suits, were 15.00. .
Crash Suits, were 4.00 :
Crash Suits, were 13.50. .
Coats and Vests only, were 17.50.

,

..now
..now
..now
..now
..now
..now
.now
.now
..now

$8.00
7.00

.now

6.00

7,00
6.50
6.50
5.00

3.75
8.0O

.

.f...

.

2.00

UeM,C3hsfrncr&

r.lcrx Cult a

The label H. 5. A A9. on our stook of,
these crand suits Is a positive guarantee that they are made by the most
renowned olothlers. Those garments
are all hand tailored, bearing dlsthw-tlo- n,
elegance and artlstlo work.

'

of Noble
Owing to the absence
Grand elect John York, on account of
sickness in the family, the Odd Fel
lows last night postponed their In
siallation of officers for the ensuing
term until next Monday evening. The
regular business meeting was follow
ed by a banquet tendered by the sub
ordinate lodge to the Rebekshs, in
return from the hospitable entertain
mcnt given by the ladles on the OdJ
Fellow anniversary.
The banquet
was excellent and everybody enjoyed
it Immensely.

in t nm it I.

OUa OIA I

mm

prlmoaly garment are? poaltlvely worth and
$20 Tee satire assortment goet In tmht GlJJmQn",i
Tkeraev

it

mlest

Look

for our Large

C'.ils.

V

milium

PEOPLE'S
REICH
(Sl

Mrs.

Some Dealers

a

to their talk bi1 they
When we
change ranges. we
search- opened business
in
ed for the best
the world, regardless of
the
on
decided
cost. We

T

I

Ladies'

Shirtwaists,
sal
Petticoats and

understand
ill.

fA

"Great Majestic Rane."

$

f

PAP EN'S.
Or

BRIDGE.

Dri-Mx- e

Will go
ARBAGE CANS are required
by law. We will make to order any size wanted.
Shop
corner Grand and Douglas
avenue. HENRY A SUNDT.

Tegas 'Phone

'

ilfeld,

I

HPERIAL
, favorite
people
cooking
Railroad

109.

RESTAURANT

Ik

dining place ot our best
those who enjoy good

and

good service.
avcbusv,

85c
50c
1.23, $1.50
JMc, 60c, 75c,
at 25c, 50c, OOc, $1.00, $1.25
OOc.

Your choice

I hildren'H

"PERFECTION"

Gekeral Aoint.

For this week only
Ladies' Dressing Sacques,

w

1

than any other range
made, we know what
we are talking about
and ran buck it up.
Majestic Ranges are
handled by dealers
only never by peddlers.

'"

Croon Vegetables
Country cs...
EAST END

is none
.Why? There
..till
IWVWT, HUU " V owl.
handle it. When we
tell our friends that
the Majestic Kwigo
is nearer

are selling rapidly and lots will soon be
broken.

EVERYDAY

s
e?

si

Skirts

OESH

riK

wm.

Onr JULY CLEARING SALE ia
still on and reductions ia all depart- -'
menta are still in order.

wosBseimmmem!smGmGMsmos

show yon a different range
every year, each of course
is the IfbSl. umwiijr
the range does not live up ij

I ludwig

Brownovlch

your husband is seriously

COMPANY.

The Economist's Friends.

un

iMiiMiii

i

OTKEVCT.

iimiiiiiiihumiihiiiiiiiimi

THE BOSTON CL0TII1NO flOUSEi
M. GREENBERGER,

n

SOI

75c,

at

Our IMBIIONS are considered better and cheaper than any in the mar- Will sell all Baby Ribbon at 5 yards for 5c. 'Special nice Taffeta .Nos.
Taffetta or Satin at 4c,
16 and 60 at 10c aud 15c a yard.
Nos. 2, 5 and
5c and Ilea yard. Also extra fine quality, No, 40 in Satin Taffeta and Lib.
nt 14c a piece. 100 yards
erty Satins at 2:k' per yard- - Ni. 2 Binding Ribbon
'
best Hemingway Spool Silk for 8c
The above prices must impress the most skeptical that we live up to our
.
otto "Good Goods for Little Moncy.'
kot.

n

SUDSCRIDE

FOR

HIE

III

OPTIC.

